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CHAP.rER I 
INmODUCTION 
··- ---------- =-====== 
Hypothesis.-- The need of developing, even in the mind of the young 
child, a concept of the importance and usefulness of plants, and the 
necessity for the conservation .of plant life is becoming more urgent every 
day. Every reasonable effort should be inade to impress the child from 
time to time with the significance of such basic facts as: mankind is de-
pendent upon plants not only for food, but for most of the necessities as 
well as the comforts which make modern civilization today; and without the 
process of photosynthesis, which takes place in green plants, no living 
thing could exist. 
It is believed that such a concept can be developed in the upper ele-
menta.ry grades, and that the basis for the study of plants in those grades 
should be broadened. This thesis will present units to evolve that idea 
and to emphasize its consequence. 
Correlations will be made with geography, language, arts, arithmetic, 
and art to show that the units herein presented will not interfere with the 
regular cburse of study. It _is believed that better results may be ex-
pected in the teaching of elementary science if the foregoing plans are ap-
plied. 
Justification.-- A wider knmvledge of the part plants play in our 
lives must be acquired by our citizenry to appreciate the importance of 
their conservation. According to courses of study and textbooks in use 
today, tbe small portion of space allotted to the study of plants is not 
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• designed to emphasize either their importance or the necessity for their 
conservation. The general aim seems to be to give pupils a general 
knowledge of plants 1 to identify the more common ones 1 and to become ac-
quainted with the general ba.bi ts of growth of typical specimens. The 
brief section under conservation approaches that problem through animal 
life and how that would be destroyed if there were no plants. 
While the above knowledge is not to be deprecated, it is believed 
by this author that as the ;Preserva.tion.of green plants is the basis for 
all conservation, therefore conservation should be approached through the 
study of green plants. 
Pupils in the upper elementary grades are at the most impressionable 
age, and a concept gained then will form a foundation for an appreciation 
of the necessity for conservation. It will also open vistas of further 
exploration and experimentation in higher grades, and stimulate the 
questing nature in possible future scientists. It is hoped that the 
demonstrations, experiments, other visual aids, and pro~lem solving will 
provide an operational approach which will uncover the beginning of any 
high level ability in science. 
It is hoped that this plan will be an aid to the teacher who is un-
trained in science and who does not teach science because she feels she 
doesn't know anything about it. Plant specimens are much easier to bring 
into the classroOm. than live animals or birds and they can be experimented 
with without violating any squeamish tendencies of pupils or teachers. 
Scope.-:-- The plan is to carry on this work with fourth, fifth, and 
I siXth grades, comprising about thirty pupils to the grade. The scope of 
·I I, 
the study is shown by the following outline set forth on the accompanying 
flow sheet. 
·I 
I 
The test is to·be given to all three grades, the fourth and sixth as 
well as the fifth, to prove that pupils of the three grades at the upper 
elementary level are able to grasp the concepts herein developed. 
The activity procedure is to be used, the class being divided into 
six groups. Each group in turn will demonstrate a different experiment, 
plan and present an exhibit, or construct a chart. Every member of the 
different groups will participate in the respective assignment in some way. 
A sociogram will be made to aid. in the selection of the various 
groups. At the beginning of the program, the leaders_will be as indicated 
by the sociometric test, an~ later changed to others in the group if it 
seems advisable.· 
Two thirty-mihute periods a week are to be used as regular science 
lessons. Many of the activities will be accomplished during extra time for 
those who finish the regular assignments quickly, and in the fifteen min-
utes before school. 
Correlation with geography, language, arts, arithmetic, and art will 
be according to the grade c~riculum. The test will be only on the ·science 
work. 
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CHAP.rER. II 
RESEARCH 
Research relevant to the problem.-- Each of us, at the time he or she 
picks an apple from the tree or a vegetable from the ground, by such an 
act and others similar to it, acquires a consciousness, however indistinct 
it may be, that a plant is of importance in our lives. But it is essential. , 
that the larger majority of our citizens, which is found only in the ele-
mentary grades, be presented with a course of organized study showing the 
importance of plants, to enable them to appreciate and digest such general-
ly accepted facts as are set forth by Dr. Wilson in his book on Botany, 
wherein he 1irites: 
"Plants of the past, buried; altered, preserved, and · 
yielding coal, oil, and natural gas, and :plants of the present, 
available to us in :many forms for many uses, are key materials 
in our 'iTOrld today. The clothes we wear, the fuels which warm 
our homes and operate our industries, the lumber 1-Thich builds 
our houses, the vitamins which maintain our health -- these are 
only a few of the many :plant. products upon which man depends. 
"There is little possibility that in the future we can 
free ourselves from this dependence upon :plants. Despite all 
our technological advances, agriculture will continue to be the 
most important of man's activities. All the energy required to 
keep us alive, and most of the energy required to run our indus-
tries, comes directly or indirectly from plants. 
"Chemists, it is true, have synthesized many substances 
useful to man--vitamins, rubber, and a host of others. But the 
raw materials for these transformations' are still organic com-
pounds synthesized by plants. The fundamental source for all 
living things will probably always be supplied by green plants. 
It is all the more necessary, therefore, that greater efforts 
be made to increase agriqulture production, to utilize plant 
products as fully as possible, and to attain a greater under-
I 
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standing of the mechanisms by 1vhich :plants operate." y 
'1! !/ CarlL. Wilson, BOTANY, The Dryden Press, New York, N. Y., p. 21. 
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T.he foregoing quotation expresses the type of concept of the impor-
tance and usefulness of plants which this thesis will hold should be ac-
quired by elementary grade pupils in order to establish the background 
for the study of conservation. 
An all important and most impressive subject of study exemplifying 
the importance of plants is the process of photosynthesis. A much bet-
ter appreciation of this is acquired by the elementary grade pupil. if he 'I 
is brought face to face, by discussion and presentation of experiments, [ 
with such accepted facts as: 
"Green plants possess the ability to manufacture food from 
raw materials derived from the soil and the air, and upon this 
activity depends not only the J.ife of plants, but of all anima.l.s, 
including man. Photosynthesis is the manufacture of sugar from 
carbon dio~ide and liater in the presence of chlorophyl.l, with sun-
l.ight as the source of energy. All J.iving things require energy, 
not only for growth and reproduction, but for the very maintenance 
of J.ife itself. This energy comes from the chemical. energy of the 
food consumed, and the food has its origin in photosynthesis. 
Hence, through the ag~ncy of green plants, the radiant energy of 
the sun is trapped and made availabl.e to all kinds of J.i ving 
things. Photosynthesis is one of the most important chemical pro-
cesses on earth,~ and its extent is so vast that it is staggering 
in its proportions. For example, the total production of sugar by 
the worl.d's plants is estimated at approximatel.y 270 billion tons 
each year. T.he quantity of energy accumulated annually by pl.ant 
J.ife is equal. to the energy released by the burning of all the coal 
mined on earth during a year. 
"The s~thetic processes of green plants is responsible for 
the manufacture of starch1 protein, oils, and vitamins. These 
foods are used and stored by plants and in turn harvested by man 
and animals for food. 
"Many basis materials of industry are directly or indirectly 
of photosynthetic origin. The ma.nufacture of alcohol and its many 
. derivative products depends on cereal grains and molasses. Tex-
tile fibers, ·both plant and animal, luin.ber 1 pul.p products 1 vege-
tabl.e fats, gums and resins, all depend upon the photosynthetic 
activities of green plants. All eoal1 petroleum,~ and natural gas 
l'Tere produced from chemical cba.n:ges in the bodies of plants and 
a.nimal.s that fed on plants. 
'j 
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11The significance of oxygen as·a by-product of photosynthesis 
should not be overlooked. Green plants and animals. cannot survive 
on the food produced by photosynthesis unless they also have oxy-
gen released in the process. The present abundance of oxygen in. 
the air (21 percent by volume) is believed to be due to the con-
tribution of pla.rits. Green plants constitute the only signi:f'ica.nt 
source that must be operating to replenish the su:p:ply of oxygen to 
the atmosphere which is constantly being depleted by the respira-
tion of living things and by the uniting with other elements to 
form rocks and minerals. ny . 
.The process of photosynthesis also generates heat. 'When water is 
separated into oxygen and hydrogen, latent energy is stored in the gases.l 
As they are reunited the equivalent of heat is given off. 
"It is theoretically possible to carry on this kind of pro-
cess by photo-chemistry, but no. one has yet found· just the right 
substances to make it work. The fact that nature already does 
this on an enormous scale should be a. pace setter and a challenge 
to our young scientists. ug; · 
This author suggests that the word ',Young' should be read to include 
the youngest scientist. 
As an exemplary effort on the part of the press to supply this 
recognized need to teach the importance of plants is the following ex-
eerpt from the New York Times: "Such an appreciation of the importance 
of plants is absolutely necessary if we are going to inspire our young 
citizenry to be interested in conserving them. "'J/ 
There is much agreement among leading educators upon the importance 
of inculcating in the mi.nd.s of young children the fundamental concepts 
of conservation. 
nChildren should be taught to appreciate that a nation 1 s 
prosperity, economic .stability, happiness, and cul tura.l advance-
ment are greatly influenced by its supply of natural and human 
l ,'CarlL. Wilson, BOTANY, The_Dryden Press, New York, N.Y., pp. 1 and 
e. 
gj Farrington Daniels, Chairman of the Department of· Chemistry, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, in The New York Times, March 18, 1956. 
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resources. Even a nation's ind,ependence is affected by this sup-
ply. They should know how these resources have been depleted a.nd 
unwisely exploited and mismanaged. They should be taught to 
realize the part natural resources play in furnishing the neces-
sities of life a.nd in contributing to the aesthetic and recrea-
. tiona.l life of people, that a. nation's prosperity, economic 
stability, happiness,· and cultural advancement depend on natural 
resources. "Y 
"It is the task of the schools to help insure that v7e ha.ve an 
inte_lligent, enlightened public opinion. We will conserve our 
na.tura.l resources when the schools present the facts which show its 
necessity, for then when our children became voters they will de-
mand conservation·legislation.ngj 
nuntil a new generation is taught in schools ma.n 's utter de-
pendence upon natural resources, until i-re have a majority of the 
American public schooled in the fundamental principles of conser-
vation, criminal waste will continue to reduce our heritage of 
natural resources. "1/ -
"The wave of enthusiasm for the conservation of our natural 
resources must reach .. the children, or it will. expend much of· its 
force uselessly. It is from the education of the children in 
right ways of looking at nature that everything is to be expected 
in years ·to come. If' they learn to understand the value of' the It 
things about them, as well as their beauties, the carrying on and .
1
, 
enlarging of the conservation program which is now so ivell under 
way can 'be. safe~y left to their care. 11!i/ 
That the pupils of the upper elementary grades are not too young to 
) 
assimilate these concepts is substantiated by Helen Markham in her 
thesis on "The Development of a P.rogram for Teaching Conservation in 
Grades 4, 5, and 6." She says in part: 
y Frank Gorham, Head of .the Department of Elementary Education, Indiana- 1 
polis, Indiana, "Teaching Conservation in the Elementary Schools." Socia. 
Education Magazine, Volume 12, p. 73 (February, 1948). i 
gj Edwin H. Reeder; Professor of' Education, Teachers ' College 1 Columbia j 
University, Neiv York, nconservation and Democracy" 1 Social Education, I 
Vol. 4, No. 7, p. 455 {Nov. 1940). 
'J/ Jay N. Da.rli.D.g, Ron. President of National Wildlife Federation, 
POVER!L'Y OR CONSERVATION, YOUR NATIONAL PROBLEM, P. 28 "National Wildlife 
Federation, 11 1949. · · 
!!f Harold Fairbanks, CONSERVATION READER, p. 28, Ha.rr Wagner Publ:i:shing 
Company, San Francisco 1 California, 1927. 
·I li 
uChildren cannot begin too young to be active conservation- 1'!'. 
ists •. Primitive interest in young children aids in establishing 
the fundamental elements in conservation. If it is left to the 
high school, this primitive interest has been largely inhibited by 
misinformation, superstitions, and other activities. There should 
be no separate course. The sounder approach should be taken --
that of 1veaving conservation into the 'tvarp and woof of the entire 
curriculum. We must guide children toward a realization that 
-vrhether man will live longer, healthier 1 and more comfortable 
lives will be determined by hmr he manipulates this natural en-
Vironment, and by h0\>7 he controls and directs the natural forces 
at work therein."!/ 
It is the conviction of this author that if the fundamental con-
cepts of conservation are gained in the elementary grades, the junior 
and senior high schools can work on problems where these fundamentals 
are applied, starting with class and group work, and finally allowing 
students who are able to work on individual projects. This conviction 
is based on forty years of teaching science in both elementary and 
junior high school grades. 
The main problem seems to be to interest teachers to correlate 
science with the other subjects. Teachers who do not teach science in 
the elementary schools claim that they do not know anything about it, 
so that is 1Y'hy they do not include it with their lessons. Dr. Frank 
Thorne says: 
"Failure to practice the principles of conservation is 
largely due to the failure of our educational institutions to 
teach conservation, and the reason for this deficiency is that 
teachers have not been taught h0\>7 to teach conservation. "gj 
Y Helen Markham, Thesis, 0The Development of a Program :f'or the Teaching 
of Conservation in Grades 4, 5, and 6, n written at the New York State 
College for Teachers, 1952. 
gj Dr. Frank Thorne, Conservation Commentator of "Science News Letter, n 
POVERTY OR CONSERVATION, YOUR NATIONAL P.ROBLEM, p. 39, Washington, D.C., 
National Wildlife Federation, 1949. 
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HeJ.~n Markham adds; "Many teachers have taught little conserve.;.. 
tion because of lack of ·definite assembled material. "Y 
The Report of the Conference on Nationwide Problems of Science 
Teaching in the Secondary Schools states that: 
"When a teacher with the desired qualifications is not 
available, someone "t-Tith lesser qualifications is hired. Ill-
qualified teachers can be assisted tbrough a supervised program 
carefully designed to present new ideas and information to all."gj 
It is the aim of this thesis to present a method which an ill-
qualified teacher· (or any teacher) can follow to teach conservation. 
Helen Markham from the New York State College for Teachers has a 
thesis on "The Development of a. P.rogra.m for the Teaching of Conservation 
in Grades 4, 5, and 6" which vra.s useful to this author. Her primary ob-
jective is to "explore the possibilities of teaching conservation in the 
elementary grades. Units are suggestive in nature, and should be adapted I 
to local conditions. A sound program in conservation teaching begins with I 
i 
community needs, tben evolves into a consideration of state, regional, 
national, a.nd international aspects. "'j/ 
She plans to meet the need of definite assembled material. The 
thesis includes water, soil, plant, and mineral conservation. In the 
plant section she concentrates on trees, and has assembled most of the 
important facts about them in outline form. There are five problems: 
1. What things are necessary for the growth of trees. 
2. Why forests are important to us. 
1/ Helen Markham, op. cit. 1 P• 3. 
2/ CRI~aAL ~S AHEAD I~ SCIENCE TEACHING, Report of the Conference on 
lfationw!de F.roblems of Science Teaching in the Secondary Schools, p. 37. 
~/ Helen Markham., op. cit. 
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3 • By wba t means me can tell a tree from a plant. 
4. Characteristics of trees. 
5· What seasonal changes take .:place in trees. 
She uses six experiments, and gives a short list of activities. 
Notation is made of available motion picture films and film strips with 
their sources 1 as well as a long list of helpful pamphlets and books. 
The thesis is an excellent review of the necessary facts to teach con-
servation. 
This author bas used some of Miss Mark:bam 's experiments, for which ,_ 
due credit is given, in chapter three. Selections· have been made from 
her list of pamphlets and books, as well as some of her source material 
from educators for authority to back up some statements made. In this 
author 's thesis the ·study bas been limited to plants 1 with their import- , 
ance and usefulness; also the lessons have been developed in detail. 
More attention is given to the correlation of the plant study with other 
subjects. 
"Using Community Resources to Develop an Attitude Toward the Con-
servation of Natural Resources in Intermediate Grade Children" is a 
thesis written by Kathleen Granger, at Boston University for a Master's 
Degree in 1950• Her purpose is to show how a teacher of intermediate 
grade children may use community resources in developing an attitude 
toward conservation while teaching a unit on natural resources.!/ 
Her experimental group included twenty-nine intermediate grade 
children, ages 10 to 11 years. She lists ten concepts on plants, ~ri th 
!/ Kathleen Granger, Thesis, 11Using Community Resources to Develop an 
Attitude Toward the Conservation of Natural Resources in Intermediate 
Grade Children," written at Boston University in 1950. 
i 
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ties and test. The same procedure is followed in teaching the conserva- 1 
tion of' soil, water, minerals, and anima.l.s. 
Field trips were made to a museum, a bird sanctuary, the park, the 
. reservoir, a greenhouse, a pond., and the seashore. A community Resource 
File was made not only of' the natural resources available, but of' interes 
ing citizens as well. Same of' these citizens were invited to the class-
room to give lecture demonstrations to the pupils. Lecture demonstration~ 
were made on snakes, feeding birds,. precious minerals, and h~ to identi-l 
f'y trees. Kodachrome slides were shown of' the dif'f'erent places visited, 
and other resources of' the community. A tape recording was made of' a 
conservation play the pupils wrote. 
Many useful ideas were gained f'rom this thesis. The author has used 
a number of' the activities listed by Miss Granger, as vrell as the ideas 
on field trips and lecture demonstrations, although the lectures used in 
this study were confined to plants and trees. 
Charles A. Haner has a thesis on 11Iriexpensive Equipment and Demon- J 
strations f'or the Biology Lal?oratory and Classroamn written at Adams II 
State College, Alamosa, Colorado, f'or Master in Education Degree. The 
purpose of' the study is to prepare a handbook of' ideas which the teacher 
can use to vitalize the teaehing of' biology. He notices that much of' the 
published material takes f'or granted an equipped laboratory. Many small 
schools are not equipped, so he has collected suggestions f'or simple, 
inexpensive, and easily built apparatus vThich would serve the teaching 
purpose. He also shows how to culture, preserve, f'ind, and u.Se some of' 
the biological specimens that may be found in any community. 
I II 
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He gives plans and directions for making a. microscope using a drop 
of water. for a lens, a balance scale, a bunsen burner, a ring stand, ins 
sect nets and traps, animal traps, bird feeders, plant vivarium, 
terrarium, and an aquarium. The criteria for making these models is 
that each must be easy and simple to build, the materials must be ava.ila-
ble in most communities, simple household tools can be used, the cost is 
low, the model must be safe to use, and it must be useful in the work. 
This author used some of the ideas and experiments from Mr. Haner 's 
thesis, and made a microscope from his directions, using a drop of water 
for a lens. Some add:ttions were made to the microscope as it was con-
structed, and the directions 1-rere simplified so that children could also 
construct one. It is hoped that some pupils might be inspired to make 
one for their own use and enjoyment. It is also known that~ schools, 
especially elementary one~ are not equipped with microscopes, and a 
microscope is very useful in the study of plants. The water lens magni-
fies to a much greater degree than the toy ones some of the pupils 
possess}) 
BOTANY, by Carl L. Wilson, Professor of Botany, Dartmouth College, 
is a college textbook which has been most helpful in giving facts about 
the growth, structure, and reproduction of each class of plants·. Profes-
1
1 
sor Wilson stresses particularly the. value and use of the plants, as well I) 
as the movement of water, gases, and minerals in and out of plants. He II 
'I 
lays much emphasis upon photosynthesis. This author bas been guided by I 
I !/ Charles A. Haner, Thesis, "Inexpensive Equipment and Demonstrations 
from the Biology Laboratory and Classroom, 11 for Ed. M. degree at Adams 
State College, Alamosa, Colorado. 
[ . 
I 
I 
f 
the information gained from Professor Wilson, a.nd ha.s quoted from his 
book a.t the beginning of this cha.pter}J 
TEXTBOOK OF INTERMEDIATE PLANT SCIENCE, by George B. Cummins, 
George A. Gries, Samuel N. Postlethwait, a.nd Forest W. Stearns, Depart-
ment of Botany a.nd Plant Pathology, Purdue University, is a. college text-
book, but serves a.s a.n excell~t reference book for the teacher. It 
covers.the structures a.nd classification of plants, their environment, 
diseases, a.nd use. This author ha.s used it for a.n authoritative refer-
2/ 
ence.-
WORKBOOK IN FUNDAMENTALS OF PLAl'lT SCIENCE, by the sa.m.e authors, is 
full of illustrations a.nd e~eriments with the varieties, gr~rth, work, 
and use of plants. Some of the experiments were ea.sy enough for ele-
menta.ry grade children to use 1 a.nd a. few of these vrere used in this 
thesis.?J 
LABORATORY P.ROBLEMS IN P.LA.NT SCIENCE, by the sa.m.e authors, is more 
a.dva.nced tha.n the workbook a.nd therefore more difficult. It takes up 
more about fungi a.nd plant diseases. There a.re excellent sections on 
grasses, grains, a.nd weeds. 
The three books listed above were used mostly for reference a.nd to 
give the author the necessary review for a. background a.nd general under-
standing of the subject.?J 
y carl L. Wilson, Professor of Botany a.t Dartmouth College, BOTAJ.VY, 
. The Dryden Press, New York, N. Y. 
gj George B. Cmmnins, George A. Gries, Jesse Laff'orge, Samuel N. 
Postlethwait, a.nd Forest W. Stearns, Department of P.La.nt Pathology and 
Botany, School of Agriculture, Purdue University, Burgess PUblishing 
Company, Minneapolis 1 Minnesota., 1955. 
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"Teaching Conservation Through Present School Subjectsn is an a.rti- j 
cle by Dr. William W. Reitz, Head, Educational Relations Section, United 
States Department of Agriculture, Northeast Region. He says. in part: 
· "The future welfare of our country v1ill depend upon ;proper 
conservation of our renewal resources. Renevia.ble organic re-
sources will have to substitute for many non-rene~~ble resources. 
The replacing and maintenance of these resources is a. long term 
and continuouS process • It cannot be accomplished in this genera-
tion. That is why it is necessary to teach conservation to our 
young people. 
"The best 1va.y to teach conservation to students of any age 
is to have them practice it. This may be done by i:ndividual or 
group projects; by promoting wise use of paper and school sup-
plies; in the home, by salvaging materials which can be used 
again; in the community, by p:t:'oper care of yards, streets, and 
parks. Field trips are absolutely essential. 
"The teaching of the principles of conservation can be taught 
in the grades as 1vell as the high school. If possible the speci-
mens should be brought into the classroom to be studied first hand 
rather than from books. Pupils should acquire some understanding 
of the value that plants and animals have in their own lives, the 
relation that the resources have to each other, their dependence 
upon each other, and the uses which they serve in man's life. Use-
ful also is an elemental knowledge of the natural forces, such as 
sunshine, heat, gravity, capillarity, evaporation, transpiration, 
and osmosis •. While this knowledge serves as only a motive for fur-
ther studyyit is fundamental to successful conservation of natural 
resources. 
nGeog~;;a.pPY;~- is a school subject admirably sui ted to the teach-
ing of conservation, since it deals with practically all of the 
natural resources. The student will learn that the supply of im..; 
portant metals can be prolonged by 'substituting products made wholly I 
or partially from organ.ic products, such as plastics.. The supply of j'j 
coal, oil, and natural gas m.ay be prolonged by greater use of water 
power or wood as fuel. Alcohol and other wood and vegetable ex- ., 
tracts may some day be substituted for gasoline. There are many 
other possibilities for future.scientists to discover. Since natu-
ral resource planning and conservation are so important, it is I 
necessary that both should be taught in every subject matter area I 
Y William W. Reitz, Head, Educational Relations Section, United States 
Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, Northeast Region; 
From article in the Metropolitan Detroit Science Review, Feb. 1948. 
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in the school program. "=.! 
!/ Ibid. Dr. Reitz, from article in The Journal of Geography, Sept., 
1947, Vol. XLVI, Number 6. . 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The attention of the reader is nov1 drawn to the outline and diagram 
of the unit of study being proposed hereby as a base for the study of 
plants in the elementary grades. The diagram will be found following 
page 9:\ and should help greatly in understanding the structural set up 
necessary to demonstrate the practical aspects and significance of such 
a unit. The specific objectives to be achieved are:-
Specific Objectives. 
1. Plants take in water and minerals through their root hairs. 
2. The minerals must be in liquid form before the plant can 
absorb them. 
3. When the water and liquid minerals soak through the root hairs, 
the procese is called osmosis. 
4. The root hairs swell when the liquid is taken in. This is 
called imbibition. 
5· The water and minerals go up through the stem into the veins. 
This is called capillarity. 
6. Good soil must contain ·humus to make plants grow better. 
7. Trees are our largest plants. 
8. The trunk of the tree is the same as the stalk or stem of the 
plant. 
9. Every part of the plant is made up of cells vThich may be com-
pared to rooms. 
10. In the stem and trunk, some cells form tubes which carry the 
'"~----l--=·~~=--- -----------······--- ·------------·-----------····--- ---···--------
water and mineraJ.s up to the leaves, while other tubes carry the food 
down to the roots to be stored. 
ll. The food factory of the plant is in the leaf. 
12. Chloroplasts are cells in the leaf which make up what may be 
called the engine of the plant. 
Sunlight acts as the power that runs the engine. 13· 
14. 
15. 
Green chlorophyll in the chloroplast makes the leaf green. I 
Chromoplasts are cells in the leaf which contain red and yellow! 
color. 
16. 
17. 
Stomata are little holes in the uriderside of the leaf. 
Through these boles, or stomata, plants take in carbon dioxide 
from.the air. 
18. The leaf factory makes sugar and starch out of the carbon 
dioxide and water, in the presence of sunlight. 
19. Green pl.a.nts aJ.so make protein, fat or oil, and vitamins. 
20. The process of making food in green plants is caJ.led photo-
synthesis. 
21. Green plants are the most important factories in the vTOrld be-
cause only green plants can make food. 
22. The leaves of plants give out oxygen and water. 
23. Plants help to purify the air by giving out oxygen. 
24. Through the process of transpiration (loss of water) the plant 
I 
completes the water cycle. ! 
25. PLants use their roots, stems, leaves, and flower buds as storei 
houses for food. 
26. Seeds are started in the flower. 
27. 
28~ 
The process o~ making seeds is called reproduction. 
Plants make netv plants by seeds, by budding, by bulbs, and by 
corms. 
29- Man can make new plants by making cuttings, by budding, and by 
gra~ting. 
30. Hybridization is a method o~ improving plants and making new 
ones. 
31. The raising o~ plants ~or food, ~or clothing, ~or building, ~or 
transportation, ~or medicine, and for beauty gives jobs to millions o~ 
people. 
32. Cotton, linen, rayon, and rubber are made directly ~rom' plants. 
33. Lumber, lumber products, and :paper are made ~rom plants. 
34. Some o~ the spices we use ~om plants are pepper, cloves, nut-
meg, and cinnamon. 
35· Trees are tapped to get rubber, resin, turpentine, and sugar. 
36. Chives, mace, and mint are some o~ the herbs which come ~rom 
plants and are used in cooking. 
i(! 
37. Plastics are made ~rom plants. 
38. Some o~ the medicines we get from plants are penicillin, opium, 
and atropine. 
39. Grass is the first plant to grow on a sand dune. 
4o. If grass is planted or some cover crop after the crops are bar-
vested, the top soil will not. blow away. · 
41. Plants help to prevent floods and water erosion. 
42. Forests can be conserved by planting new trees to replace those 
cut down. 
i 
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43. Fire, animals, and plant dif?eases are three important enemies 
of our forests! Fire destroys the mos~. 
44. Q::ie can prevent forest -fires by putting out cigarettes and camp 
fires. 
I. . How Plants Obtain Food and Grow. 
Preface.-- These lessons were given to a fifth-grade class of thirt 
pupils having two half-hour periods of General Science per week. The 
·extra activities v1ere done either before seb.ool, or when the pupils fin-
. ished their regular work. The same lessons were given to a fourth-grade 
J class and a siXth~grade class averaging about the same number of pupils. 
I 
': The same test and retest were given .to all three grades. 
Lesson l: -- The teacher should have tlvo potted plants 1 one well 
watered, and one dry on top - a plant with a tap root, such as a dande-
lion, a fibrous root, such as a clump of grass, and a storage root, such 
as a beet or carrot. She should also have different kinds of stems, as 
ivy, honeysuckle, cactus, gladiolus corm, iris rhizome, and an onion 
bulb. Encourage the pupils to bring these in if possible. 
Presentation.-- Show the two potted plants, one well watered and the 
other dry. Which is the best plant? Why? What does the other plant 
need 'l Hmv does the plant get water? Does the plant need anything else 
besides water? How do the water and the fertilizer get into the plant? 
Hm-1 do they get into the roots? We all need food in order to live and 
grow, but plants manufacture their own food. You see, plants are really 
factories. The water and ~erals dissolved in the water are the raw 
materials that plants use in their factories. Do you know some of the 
food that they make? Yes, starch, sugar, and oil are some of tbe food 
I 
-----·------
-
I 
\ 
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plants make. How does a plant make this food? This fiJ.ln ... strip wilJ. show 11[ 
how it is done. 
,! 
Show the film-strip "Plant Factories" Publishers: Row, Peterson & 
Com,pa.ny, 19ll Ridge· Avenue, Evanston, Illinois. --
Have pupils read the captions under each frame. Discuss the pict'l;li'es 
as you turn the ·film. Hov1 does the tap root differ from the fibrous 
I 
root? Show me, among the specimens ori the table 1 a plant vTi th a tap root I 
II 
and one with a fibrous . root. Are tap roots and storage roots the same'! 
Notice the tiny brush-like hairs that come out each side of the root. 
Thos~ are the root hairs. They are the doors of the root because that 
is where the water comes in. Why aren •t the hairs coming out at the end 
of the root? Feel the tip of the root hairs on the plants on the table. 
Are they stiff? Why? · Would the end have to be stiff in order to push 
through the ground? The end of the root is cS.:Ued the cap. Inside the 
root are little cells which are like rooms. All the cell.s are filled 'Withi 
a liquid called protoplasm which is continually moving around. The water 
and dissolved mineral matter soaks through the cell wall and is added to 
the protoplasm. Some of the cells are used to store extra grains of 
starch and sugar which the plant bas made. You see, p;t.ants store food in 
the cellar just as we do. 
Test:-- Give the test that is on the film strip. ~d these ques-
•. J"r..''· 
tions: What is the difference between these types of roots? What would 
you find in the cells of the root? This finishes Lesson 1, which woUld 
take thirty minutes. I:f' it is not finished in that period_, the test can 
be given during the following "Before School" period. 
I 
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Activity 1:-- Ask pupils to bring in old plant and nursery catalogues 
DiVide the class into three groups. In each group, some pupils cut out 
pictures of the plants assigned to their group, others paste them on the 
. -
charts, and others print the names of the plants on the charts. Make 
three charts, one showing plants with tap roots, on~ showing plants with 
fibrous roots, and one showing plants ~Tith storage roots. Pupils also 
bring ili real plants to shotv the ty:pe of root they are exhibiting. This 
-can be done in two or three "Before School" periods if the work is divide 
or they can work on this after the regular work is done. 
Activity 2:-- This is to be done before school or in extra. time. 
Pupils are divided into six groups, each group to research for experi-
ments, in their school science books or encyclopedias, on osmosis, imbi~ 
bition, growing root hairs, geotropism, hydrotropism, plant food, and dif-
ferent kinds of roots. Encourage pupils to bring in their awn materials, 
but if they cannot, the teacher must help them to get them. Pupils start 
their experiments in ~he science period, check them each day, report to t 
the class, and report on the results. 
Lesson 2:-- Each group presents the experiment assigned to it, ex-
plaining the procedure as it is done. It: time is needed to finish the 
experiment, the pupils set it where they can watch it from day to day. 
Try to have each pupil in the group take part in this presentation, i.e., 
one lists the materials, one does the work while another explains, one re-
cords the steps, one tells what is expected to happen, and another gives 
the actua.J. results. This is a.n excellent oral English lesson aDd could 
well be taken in oral English time. For those experiments which take time 
to develop, the group should cbeck them each day, and report oraJ.J..y to the 
class on the The 
22 
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make a written entry of the progress. This gives the recorders practice 
in v.ri tten English. 
Experiment J. ... ·by Group J.. "Growing Root Hairs in Test Tubes .. " 
Ma.teriaJ.s: 6 test tubes, cardboard, corn or beans which have 
germinated, cotton, pins, piece of cJ.oth. 
Method: Roll the seeds in a cloth and tie with a string or 
rubber band. Wet the cJ.oth and stand it in a. J.ittJ.e water 
untiJ. the seeds germinate. Cut strips of cardboard to fit 
into the test tubes l7i th J./J.6" on each side for expansion. I! 
I 
Attach the ge!'Jilinating seeds to the center of the card- i 
board. Pins shouJ.d be on one side of the kerneJ.s to pre-
vent injury to the embryo. PJ.ace the seed with the :-·point 
of attachment downward to make possibJ.e the best seedJ.ing 
deveJ.opment. Pour in about ·an inch of water. Pl.ug the 
test tube with cotton. Keep test tubes stationary and do 
not a.J.J.ow the water to touch the root hairs. P.lace some 
some kerneJ.s with the pumuJ.e dmm to note how pumul.e turns 
up. This is geotropism. 
P.Lace one tube in the dark mul one in the Ught. . llhen I 
you take the work on stems, examine each for stem deveJ.op-
ment. When doing the work on J.eaves1 test each J.eaf for 
II 
I 
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The grou;p checks .. each test tube daily and reports to 
the class on the results. This can be done in the O;pen-
iil.g Exercise period, as it takes only a fe'l;r minutes. 
The recorder keeps a daily log of the experiment.!/ 
Conclusion: We found tbB.t plants grow root hairs on their 
roots. Plants take in water and minera.J..s through their 
root hairs. The minerals have to be in liquid form be-
fore the plant ca.n take them in. The tip o:f' the root is 
sti:f':f'. 
Activity 3:-~ Construct a Microscope. See pages 24 to 27. 
Y Joseph W. Rhodes, 11Root Hairs Via the Test Tubes, 11 · in SCHOOL SCIENCJ!; . 
AND MAm:EMA~CS, XLII. (FebrUa.:cy 19421 pp. 215-17) from Charles A. Haner 
thesis. "Inexpensive Equipnent and Demonstrations. :f'or the Biology Labora-
tory and. Classroom. " _ · 
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PARTS To BE ASSEMBLED IN CONSTRUC!e!ON ·OF MICROSCOPE 
Platform--A--7"x!t~~S/4!! .......... soft·wood 
Uprights--B,B'--6"xJ..~" x 3/4" -----so.t't wood 
Top--------C----"5 3/4" X 1.~" X 3/4" ........ ,.;soft 1vOod 
Back Support--D--2" x 411 x 3/4"------soft wood 
Block for mirror--E--3"xl.~"x2n ........ see J of drawing for 45° cut----
soft wood 
Mirror-----3 11x2"x3/321'--To fit on Block E--glass--
Cover back of mirror with electric 
tape 
Tubing---H---4"x3/4" diameter--copper piping 
Eye pi~ce---F and G---~11 x 6-- shaped as in G--any soft metal 
Stove Bolts--2t:'*--to support eye piece 
1. square nut---to act as guide tor metal piece 
1. wing nut---to hold metal piece in adjustment 
2 pin curl t;r.pe clips--K, If' 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
II ,, 
'I I 
! 
DIRECTlONS FOR ASSEMBLING MICROSCOPE P.ARTS 
l. Place Bas~ A on level. surface and locate central position for 
block E. Attach mirror to E before mounting. Establishing base for 
mirror may be aided by use of electric tape. 
2. Mount block E on standards, such as proposed window shade 
brackets, being especia.lJ.y careful to have center line of holes parallel 
with base and in line with each other. 
3. Mount set screw on sma.J.J. block, as shown in J 1 by gludlllg;: same 
in position. (It vrill be found that when placing one nut on each side of 
small block to give. power of thrust and pull to scre'tv1 the nuts must not 
be too tight 1 but close enough to sides of block to be maintained in posi-
tion vrith glue.) 
l· 4. Now attach shaped metal piece F to squared wood piece D, as ap-
1 pears in G, by drilling hole the size of bolt to be used about 1 1/8 in-
1 
I ches from the top end of wood piece. Drill second hole of the same size 
about 2 l/8 inches from tbe top of the wood piece. Use nut on end of 
upper bolt to serve as a guide for metal piece during focusing. Attach 
wing nut. 
5· Drill hole in center of wood piece C to accommodate pipe H and 
attach one to the other~ Attach C assembly to assemblW of F and D1 cen-
tralizing carefully. 
6., Attach by nailing, glud:il:g:j: 7 or by both, the pieces B1 B1 and the 
assembled pieces c, taking care to center same properly CNer block E so 
that mirror onE will reflect through pipe in all adjusted positions of 
E. 
7. Nm-1 if the specimen is placed on a piece of glass and adjusted 
25 
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. 
to proper position be~yeen surface of C and hole in F so that specimen 
~Y be seen to best advantage, then, when a drop of water is pJ.aced iJ?. 
the hole in F1 a mudh enlarged reflection of the specimen will be seen. 
8. K1K' repres7nt pin curJ. tY,Pe of clip which may well be adapted 
to serve as a means of holding the glass in position. 
in department stores and adapted according to tY,Pe.Y 
Clips may be found 
1/ Op. Cit. Charles A. Haner vTitb some adaptations_ and additions. 
·'I 
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Experiment 2 by Group 2. "Hydrotropism" 
Materials: Seeds, large glass tube, cork, square glass,dish, 
'good soil. 
Method: Use some of the seeds which were germinated in the 
last experiment. Place the seeds near the edge of the 
glass dish so the roots may be easily seen through the 
glass. Also put them near the end of the dish. Insert 
a perforated cork at the other end of the glass dish. 
At the other end .of the cork, insert a glass tube and 
fill this tube with water. 
Conclusion: Small amounts ·of water vrill seep through the soil. 
Most of the root hairs will be on the side of the water. 
This shows that roots will seek water. The process .is 
called hydrotropism.!/ 
Experiment 3 by Group 3. "Osmosis" 
There are many vrays of showing osmosis. Different pupils may 
show different experiments for it or all work on one. One way 
to demonstrate osmosis may be as follows: 
Materials: Potato, glass tumbler, d.a(rk blue or purple food 
coloring. 
Method: Peel tbe potato and cut off a piece on the bottom so 
it will stand alone. Gauge-out the inside of the potato:, 
leaving just a narrotv shell. Stand the pota. to ·in the 
tumbler and pour colored 1~ter inside the potato to about 
y Charles A. Haner Tb.esi~ ®aJ. "Inexpensive Equipment and Demonstrations 
for the Biology Laboratory and Classroom. 11 Adams State College, Alamosa, 
Colorado. 
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one hal:f' inch from the to.p. Pour plain water into the 
glass, outside the potato, to the same level that the 
water is inside the- potato. ·Let this stand for two 
hours. Mark the water level on the glass and in the 
potato, when you begin, and after two hours):.! 
Another way is to place a stalk of celery in col-
ored water }J 
Conclusion: lOll. have found that the water and liquid minerals 
soak through the sides'of the potato. This ~ocess is 
. called osmosis. This is the vray the plant gets food 1 
. . . I 
The liquid minerals and water soak througb.t from the soil. 
the root hairs into the root just as they soaked through 
the sides of the potato. 
Experiment 4 by Group 4. "Imbibi tion1' 
Materials: A sponge that is dry, water, dry beans, plaster of . j 
Paris, cardboard. 
Method: Make 2 cardboard cones about 2 inches in diameter. 
Pour. plaster m:tx into one of the cones and plaster miX 
with beans into the other cone. Allow the plaster to 
set, and remove it from the cone wl:len dry • Place both 
cones in a dish of water 'lvith the bases down. Add water 
as the supply is absorbed. In a. few days the cone will 
burst by the force of the swelling beans. This swelling 
1/ Op. cit., P• 6. 
g) Thomas L. Dowling, Kezmeth Freeman_, Nan Lacy, James s. Tippett, 
DISCOVERING WRY, The John C. Winston Co. I 
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of seeds and roots is called Imbibition.!/ 
Notice the thicknes~ of the dry sponge. Put it in 
water and let it stand for a few mintues. Notice the 
thick;ness of the sponge then. 
Conclusion: The sponge swelled 'When it was wet. In the same 
way the root hairs swell when the liquid minerals and 
water soak in. This is ca1led Imbibition. 
Experiment 5 with Group 5· Growth takes place at the tip of the 
root hair. 
Materials: Use root hairs grown 1n the test tubes. 
Method: Measure the length of the root hair by placing a mark 
on the glass of the test tube each day for a week.Y 
Conclusion; The root hair grows at the tip. The tip of the 
root hair is stiff so it can push tbrou.gh the ground. 
Experiment 6 'tvith Group 6. Plant Food. 
Materials: Different kinds of fertilizers 1 opaque projector. 
Illustrations of leaves showing malnutrition. 
Method: Exhibit t;yJ?es of fertilizers. List the elements a 
plant needs. Show on the opaque projector the effect 
of lack of different elements as shown from Horticulture 
magazine. 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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li 
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Conclusion: Ybu have seen that plants take 1n water and liquid I! 
minerals tbrou.gh ·the tilly root hairs. The liquid minerals lj 
I make up the plant food. The minerals have to be 1n liquid 1 
rC''\ II 
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form or they cannot soak into the tiny spong-like hairs. 
That is why it is so necessary to 1va.ter a plant because 
the water dissolves the minerals so that the root hairs 
can take them in. 
Lesson 3 with teacher. "Stem and Leaf Structure.": .. ..: Now we have 
seen what part the roots play in the growth of a plant. Let us see what 
the stems and leaves do.· 
Materials: Opaque projector~ Sta.lk ·of celery, asparagus, 
rhubarb, stem of a pea or bean, branch of a tree. Pic-
ture of a cross section of the trunk of a tree. A leaf 
and the picture of the cross section of a leaf. 
Method: Shmv these on the opaque projector. Note the posi-
tion of the fiber or vascular bundles. Use celery or 
asparagus for monocots, and stems of beans, peas, or 
rhubarb to illustrate dicots. Note that it is these 
fibers that are used in mak:ing cloth, straw bats, and 
baskets. The tree is also a dicot •. Show illustration 
y . 
of a cross section of a tree trunk. Be sure to note 
the cambi'lllil.layer. If. possible, show a cross section of 
a living branch. Note the cells and veins. Shm1 a· cross 
gj 
section of a leaf. Note the cells and veins. Show 
. the underside of a real leaf so that pupils can see the 
. stomata and veins. Have pupils see the leaf under the 
microscope. 
y Bertha Morris Parker, P.t.ANT FACTORIES, 
~J,J.inois., P• 10. ·- · 
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Experiment 7 with Grou.p 1. uCapillarity.•• Y 
Materials: .A lamp wick, three glass tubes with small bores of 
di:f':f'erent sizes, tvro :plates of glass, a sta.lk of celery,~ 
a flat bottom dish, red aoloring matter. 
Method: Jiang the 'Wick 'With one end in the colored water. 
Stand the stalk of aelery .also in the water. Pla.ae the 
glass tubes upright in the dish of colored vrater. Place 
two glass :plates in some colored 't-rater with the edges of 
the plates together at one side, and the other open like 
a book. _ Open and close the glass plates whUe watching 
the water between them. After 24 hours mtice what bas 
happened in the glass tubes and the celery. Cut the 
celery stalk lengthwise to see the tissues and tubes. 
Examine through the microscope.Y 
Activi'l:'.y 4:-- Make a diagram of a :plant labeling the parts. Make a 
diagram. of a tree labeling the parts. This may be done before school or 
in extra time. 
Experiment 8 with Grou:p 2~ "Making Leaf Skeletons f 
Materials: A leaf, a :piece of soft cloth or felt, a stiff 
bru.Sh, 4 ounces of household lye, 1 pint of water, an old 
enamel or glass :pot or dish. 
Method: BoU the leaf for a cou.ple of minutes in the solution 
of lye and water. Wash thoroughly in clean water. Tap 
Y Harry A. Carpenter and George _c. Wood; OUR ENVIRONMENT, Allyn and 
Ba.aon, Boston, Mass. P:P• 108-109. (i) i gj Op. ai t., Mr. Carpenter. 
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the bristles of the brush firmly a.ng. repeatedly against 
the leaf. The bristles will slovrly pick out the fleshy 
part of the leaf. When all fleshy part is removed, 
dry and press the skeleton under thick paper a.nd mount-
between cellophane. 
y 
Ex:J?eriment 9 with Grotq) 3• "Phototropism; 
Materials: A box, a fe'tv seedlings. 
Method: Pl.B.ce seedlings under the box and cut .a sma:u hole in 
one side of the box. Ai'ter a few hours, the plants will 
. ,-
lean toward the l:t.ght.Y 
AJ.so see experimen~ pa;ge ·16'6 in • DISCOVERING WHY. ~.i 
Experiment 10 with Grotq) 4. "Thigmotropism" . 
Materials: Flower pot, small sweet pea seedlings, a rod or 
stick. 
Method: Plant the sweet peas in the flower pot. Ai'ter they 
have some growth, place the rod beside the plants in the 
pot. The plant will climb the rod. 
Experiment ll with Group 5· To Make Oxygen: "To prove that there 
is Oxygen in the Air~" 
Ma. terials: H~ogen Peroxide, 1;: teaspoon of baking sodS., a 
y William Hillcourt1 FIELD BOOK OF NATURE ACTIVITIES, G. B. Putnam f s 
Sons, New York, N. Y. P• 309 .• · 
gj ~. Haner, Op. cit. 
'jj Thomas Dowling, Kenneth Freeman, Na.n Lacy, James s. Ti:ppett, 
DISCOVERING WHY, The Jobn c. Winston_ Co.,· P• 167. . 
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test tube 1 a stopper to fit the test tube 1 a canCUe 1 and 
a glass jar. 
Method: Put the baking soda in the test tube. Add the hydro-
gen peroxide until the test tube is i- full. PJ.ace the 
cork loosely in the mouth C1f the tube~ Heat the tube 
until the liquid begins to boil. Light a match and blow 
out the flame. While it is still glowing, remove the 
stopper from the test tube and lower the glowing match 
into the tube. 
Conclusion: ~e match Willl?urst into flame again. The gas in I 
the tube is oxygen. The element oxygen makes things burn.! 
Now light the candl.e and place a glass jar over it. It 
"tvill burn as long as there is OXygen in the jar • This 
~eves that there is ·oxygen in the air.Y 
Experiment 12 with' Group 6. "To liiB.ke carbon dioxide and to prove 
that there is carbon dioxide in tbe air." 
Material~: Some baking soda., vinegar, a wood splinter or 
match, lime vTa.ter, two drinking glasses, a test tube. 
Method: Place a qua.rter of a teaspoon of baking soda in the 
test tube and· pour vinegar into it slmrly. After the 
bubbles have burst lower the burning splinter into it. 
Now hold the test ube · over . the glass which ha.s a li ttJ.e 
lime l-Ta.ter in it. Put some lime water in another glass 
and let it stand covered.,.for an hour or so. 
s Meister 1 Dorothy Wbea tley 1 TEE 
f -ibner s Sons, New York, N. Y., 
II 
I 
I 
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ConcJ.usion: The carbon d oxide turns the lime water milky and 
the air turned it 
carbon dioxide in 
Experiment 13 with Gro~ 1. 
1 "tvhiah proves tba.t there must be 
air.Y 
· Materials: Pieces of zin fran and old flash light, scissors, 
a test tube, a one- ole stopper, a piece of glass tubing 
to fit in the hole the stopper 1 vinegar. 
Method: Cut the small. pieces and place them in the 
test· tube. glass tubing into the hole of the 
vinegar ·into the test tube over the 
zinc until the tube is about one third full. Put the 
stopper on the test tube. Heat until the liquid begins I 
to boil. Remove th test t~be from the fire and shake it.l 
Now light the wood . plinter and while it :rs still burning, 
remove the cork and quickly lower the burning splinter 
into the test tube. 
ConcJ.usiont The gas in e tube will explode. That gas is 
hydrogen. There is hydrogen in the air~ 
Experiment 14 with Gro~ 2. ·" otosyntbesis"-the process by whieh 
sugar and starch are made in green eaves. 
Materials: An eleetric p te {or eanned heat), pan, water, 
test tube, alcohol, green leaves, iodine, Fehling's solu-
tion, three glass 
y Op. cit. P• 92., Mr. Knox. 
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Method: Boil some 1vater in the pan. Place some green leaves 
in a test tube· and Pill the tube a.l.m.ost fU:U of alcohol.. 
Place the test tube in the hot water 1 and boU the alco~ 
hoJ. a few minutes . u;o.tU all the green chlorophyll comes 
out. Wash the J.eaV!~S in clear water in one dish. Put 
some of the J.eaves J.n each of the other two dishes. 
Drop some Fehling • s solution on the leaves in one dish. 
I:f' they turn browni~h green 'With orange red spots 1 there 
I 
I 
I 
is s~. Nm1 plac~ some iodine on the leaves in the l 
other dish. If they turn a dark blue or purple 1 there is 
stareh.Y 
Experiment 15 with Group 3· Plants cannot make food unl.ess they b&ve 
stml.ight. 
·Materials: A geranium plant (or one with good .. sized leaves), 
two milk bottle topt1 heat, pan, water 1 iodine, Fehling's 
solution, pins 1 ale hol. 
Method: Pin some milk bo tle tops on each side of several leaves! 
of the growing pJ.a.nit• Put the plant in the sunl.ight for 
several days~ Brea" off the leaves with the milk bottle 
aovers on, and remove the covers. BoU the leaves in 
alcohol. as in the last experiment. Test for sugar with 
the Fehlingts solution, and for starch with the iodine. 
y George Willard Frasier 1 H. eJ.en Doi;l.ma.n Ma.cCracken, Donald G. Decker 1 
Daniel c. McNaughton, HOW Al'ID WHY ExPEB.JMENTS, P• 24o. . 
George B. Cummins, George A. Gries, Samuel Postlethwait, Forest·w. 
Stearns, WORKBOOK IN J?LAl'QT SCIENCE• P• 37. 
I 
Test some leaves tb~t did not have milk bottle covers on. 
Conclusion: This experim~nt proves that sunlight is necessary 
for the plant to malte starch and sugar. 
y 
Experiment 16 with Group 4. P~'-ants need sunlight, air, and 1-1ater. 
Materials: Four seedlingj31 four flower pots, a glass jar, wax 
' 
paper to cover jar, string to fasten it, paraffin, heat,· 
:pan to heat para.ffip.. 
Method: Plant the seedlip.gs in each of the four flower pots. 
Place one pot in th~ dark, but give it water. Place the 
second in the glass jar, but give it a little water. 
Seal the jar with p~a.ffin. Give the third plant air and 
sunlight, but do nolh water it. Give the fourth plant air, 
sunlight and water. Keep all the pl.a.nts at the same 
' temperature. Do th~s for a. week or two,}/ 
Which grows the best? Which grows the least1 
Conclusion: This proves !that green plants need air 1 sunlight, 
and water. 
Experiment 17 With Grou;p 5• Tp show that green pla.n.ts give off 
oxygen during photosynthesis~ .~is is called "Respiration~" 
Materials: An aquarium, ~ wide-mouthed jar, water, plants, a 
splinter of wood, a match. 
Method: Fill a jar with ~Yater. Turn it upside down over some 
plants in the aquarji..um. Put the aquarium in the sun for 
37 
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a few days. Some ai:> the water will flow out of the jar 
into the aquarium. Lift the jar and quickly put a. glow-
.. 
itlg . wood splinter ~to it. If the fla.me flares a.nd 
brightens, there is oxygen in. the jar .Y 
Conclusion; What ·l'ushed "he water out of the jar? Where· did 
the oxygen. come fro in'? This prove:s that the oxygen must 
have come fr·om the ~een plants. You knovr it is oxygen 
because it made the flame burn brighter. 
The oxygen c6me~ into the leaf through the stomata 
when air goes in. Some oxygen is also taken from the 
water. There is mor>e oxygen than the plant needs so it 
gives out the rest pf the oxygen. 
Experiment 18 with Group 6~ ~::> show that growing seeds give off 
heat. This is nRespira.tion." 
Materials: Pea or bean s:leds. Two collecting jars, two one-
hole stoppers 1 two vhermometers 1 a piece of cloth. 
Method: Fill one of the ·ars baJ.:f' full of germinating seeds. 
Place the thermomet~rs in the stoppers. Stopper the jar, 
but do not have the thermometer touch the seeds. Wrap 
the jar with clqth jto retain the heat. Put the other 
thermometer and sto~er in the other jar but omit the 
seeds. Check the t~mperature of each thermometer several 
days.Y 
II Y ROW AND WHY EXPERIMENTS,. Op. cit~, P• 245. 
I' ?} John W~ Ritchie, BIOLOGY AND 'RTlM l'I\T AFFAIRS, vlorld Book Co., New York, 
1948, P• 527. . r.;. II -
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Conclusion: The seed use!; some oxygen in growi~ and this 
chemical action rel~ases heat energy. 
Experiment 19 with Group 1. F ants give out some carbon dioxide. 
This, too, is "Respiration.n 
Materials: Small dish, lj:!.rge test tube, potassium hydroxide 
solution, germinatipg seeds. 
Method~ P.lace the seeds ~n the bottom of the test tube and 
hold in place with ~otton. Invert the test tube in a 
dish containing pot~ssium hydroxide solution. The oxy-
gen in the test tub~ is absorbed and replaced by carbon 
dioxide which is gi~en off by tbe germinating seeds. As 
theroxygen is used py the germinating seeds, the solution 
rises in the test t~be.!f I 
Conclusion: These two ex~eriments show that there is a chemi-
cal reaction going pn in germinating seeds during their 
growth. This same ~hemical actien goes on in the leaf 
during photosynthes~s. But when a plant makes food, it 
does not use all th~ oxygen and carbon dioxide it takes 
in through the st0lllj3.ta and water. The waste oxygen and 
carbon· dioxide tsoes back into the air through the I 
.. 
stomata. This proe~ss is .called respiration or breath-
ing, and is the wa'"9 plants help to keep the balance of 
nature. More oxy'gep. is given off than C!:!-rbon dioxide 
I 
and that is how pla):lts purify ·the ·air. 
y W. H. Brown, @E PLAET KINGDOM, !}inn & Co., New York, N. Y., 1935, 
P• 78. 
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Experiment ~9 with Group 2. show that plants give out water dur- I 
ing the process of Photosynthesis • lj 
Materie.J.s: Two .,.,;u pot ed plants af the ....,. size, aluminlllll ~~ 
foU 1 two ~arge :wi -mouthed jars. 1 
.Method: Water the p~ants well. Place one Muminum foU 
around the stem and over aJ.l of the pot so that no 
moist'ure can escape. Do this with each pJ..a.nt. Now put 
the jars over each ant. P~ace one plant in the sun 
and the other :where it will receive no sunlight. Let 
them stand all day. Notice the drops of moisture on the 
jars. Does the one in the shade have a.ny moisture? 
Conc~usion: The p~nt in the sun had drops of moisture on the 
inside of the ja.r. The one in the shade had none. This 
shows that the mois ure must have come from the pla.nt, 
uced during photosynthesis. The 
moisture is first i the form of water vapor. This 
escape of moisture rom the plant is caJ.led "!rranspira-
tion." The vapor c ndensed to form the drops of water. 
A considerab~e t of the :water vapor in the air 
comes from plants t ougb transpiration. The :water 
vapor rises as it b comes heated. As it reaches coo~ 
es into drops of rain, or snow-
The rain soaks into the 
ground and is taken into the roots again. The water 
goes up through the stems and into the leaves :where it 
comes _out again as a.ter vapor. Thus it makes a. circ~e 
i 
! 
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which is called the water cycle. 
Activity 5:-- Make a chart sho g The Water Cycle. 
Now ;9'0Uba.ve seen how plants ob in the raw materials by which they 
can manufacture food, not only for hemselves, but for all animals and 
other plants which do not have gree leaves, and for people as well. 
Here are some of the plants vT You see 
they do not have green leaves so t y cannot make chlorophyll. 
Activity 6: -- Make a chart of ungi of different kinds. 
Green plants not only make s and starch, but they also make fat 
in the form of oil. Sometimes the in the :fruit, as in olives, or 
it may be in the seed, as soybean, or peanut. 
Activity 7:-- Make a nts which give us oil. 
Another kind of food that gree plants make is protein. Milk, eggs, 
lean meat, beans, peas, and peanuts have a great deal of protein in them. 
The green plant uses the minerals i the water to make the protein. 
Nitrogen is the most important ele ent it uses for making protein. 
Experiment 20 with Group 3· 
Materials: White of a 
centrated nitric a 
Method: 
_d-boiled egg, lean meat, beans, con-
test tubes, heat, ammonia water 
in one test tube and the lean 
meat in the other~ Add enough nitric acid to cGver each. 
Heat carefully. ice if color changes. Pour .the acid 
off into a waste and add·a little ammonia water. 
Heat again. See if it changes color again. Do the same 
\\ l 
I 41. 
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with the beans. 
y 
Conclusion: · needed by our bodies to build muscle 
and repair worn-ou: tissues. Y:6u get protein directly 
from vegetables, d indirectly from eggs and meat. 
While plants need unlight to make sugar a.nd starch, they 
can make protein w·thout sunlight, at night. 
plants make is called vitamins. 
t 
I 
l 
I 
I 
Plants make the vitamins f.or thems ves as well as for us, because we get I 
the vitamins by eating the green · ts·. 
. 21 
Lesson 4:~ .. Film Strip. "How Plants Live.';:.~ 
Discuss the film as it is Give the test that is on the film. 
might_ be called the seed.-making mac Plants must produce young 
plants so their special kind can.be On the outside of the 
green leaves are next to the stem a d are called sepals. Inside the 
sepals are the petals which .. make u: The corolla is usually 
white or a bright color to attract e insects. Inside this corolla are 
several stamens which are thick at he tip and are covered With a powder 
called pollen. Inside the stamens, in the very center, is a hollow tube 
covered with a sticky liquid_, and t · s is called the pistil. The stamens 
are the male part of the flower and the pistil is the female part. Usu-
ally they are both in the sa.ine flow r 1 but sometimes there 'tvill be some 
flmrers .that have only sta.lnens, 'tvhi e others have only pistils. 
l Harry A. Carpenter, George C. Bk I, Allyn and 
Bacon, Boston, Mass. p. 298. 
?} Society for Visual Education, Ch cago, Ill.., (1345 w. Diversey Parkway) 
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The pistil proa.dens out at the base to form a pod which is called the 
ovary. Inside the ovary are ~itt~e pockets containing eggs. To form a 
seed, the powder, or pollen, dawn the tube of the ]?is til and join 
with the eggs in the ovary. s the pollen get onto the pistil? 
Sometimes the wind blows it on to t e sticky pistil. Sometimes the pollen 
rubs off onto the wings of bees, in ects, or birds, and when they go to 
another flower, the pollen in tU.rn · ubs off onto the pistil. 
Why do the insects and birds g from flower to flower? They are 
after nectar, which is a sweet liq ·d, way inside the flower near the 
o~y. So the bee has to push past the stamens and pistil to reach this 
nectar, and that is the way he ca.rr·es pollen from flower to flower. 
Bees are the best helpers in carr g pollen from one flower to another. 
They use the nectar to make honey a d bee bread to feed their young. 
The bright color of the corolla, li s on leaves and petals guiding the 
insect into the flower, and the help to attract the bees, humming 
birds, ants, and other insects. 
Activity 8;-- Examine a simple flower, such as the tulip, to note 
the parts mentioned above. iagra.m of a simple flower and label 
the parts. If possible, examine m e complicated flowers. Exhibit pic-
tures of those not available. he opaque projector for this. 
of a tiny plant start to 
grow. This is called the embryo, baby pla.llt. In ·order that the tiny 
plant will have enough food to make it grow 1 starch and sugar are packed 
around it in a little bundle which e call the seed. Then the rest of 
the flower withers and drops off. not picked, the seed will drop to 
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the ground too. 
Some ripened seeds are carried away by the wind, by the water, or 
stick to animals and people. inally sink into the ground and rest 
r a while, sometimes all winter. Wbe the warm weather comes again in the 
spring, they start to grow again an become new plants .. 
Activity 9:-- Soak a dried l bean over night. Split it open to 
show the embryo. If possible 1 dip t in red ink so the small plant will 
be stained a little. Wash off the 
Activity 10:-- Collect as many different kinds of plants as possible. 
Press 1 mount 1 ~d label. 
Activity ll:-- Collect di:f'fere t kinds of seeds in cellophane bags. 
Mount and label, •.. If possible 1 moun plant and seed together. 
Activity 12:-- Follow the gr b of several kinds of trees, especial-
mount specimens of their buds, flow rs, fruit, leaves, and twigs. 
Activity 13:-- Examine as many di:f'f'erent kinds of ferns as can be 
found. Note the fronds and spore c Grow S9Ille ferns. 
Activity 14:-- Examine differe t kinds of mosses. Grow some moss in 
a terrarium. Dry and mount Sbol<T samples of peat moss and 
peat. Note spore cases and t. 
Activity 15:-- Read .about Lutb r Burbank's work in making changes in y . 
plants. Cut slips from a gerani plant, or a forsythia bush, and plant 
them in moist sand. Keep the sand oist until roots appear on the slips. 
If new leaves come on the slip you ill know it is growing. To keep the 
1 Thomas I. Dowling, Kenneth Free n, Nan Lacy, James S. Tippett, I 
DISCOVERING WHY, The John C. Winsto Co., Chicago, Ill •. pp. 190-195• ! 
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sand moist, cover the box and plant~ with polyethaline. Do not stand the 
box in direct sunlight for too long~ " Keep it in the sun only 1Ja.I't of the l 
~- I 
Activity 16:-~ Make a field tr·p to a sarden oroorchard. Demonstrate! 
budding and grafting. ~s should be done in the Spring. Use fruit 
trees, Spring flowering shrubs, or rose bushes. 
In case the pupils or teacher ~e unable to procUre the actual speci-
mens of the flowers 1 ferns, . or moss~s 1 the following :fiJ:m:~s:trips are very 
good. 
Film Strips: 
" y 
.American Wildflowers -- lt films. 
Parts of a Flowering Plant .Y 
Flowers}/ 
Spermatophyta;.;:~ 
Only use selected :p~ts of this film as it" is too 
difficult for elementary pupils. 
Seeds.2/ " 
Flowers, Fruits., and Seeds.§! 
Row ~ts Gro'W and Reprod.uce.J} 
y YoungAmerica Films, Inc. I 18 E. 41st st., New York 17, N. y. 
gj Curriculum Films, Inc., Chicago, Ill. 
3, 5, 6/ Row, Peterson & Co., Evanston, Ill. 
~ Visual Sciences, Suffern, N. Y. 
1) Society for Visual Education, Ill c. 1 Chicago, Ill. 
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Lesson 6:-- Algae. seen seaweed at-the beach, and the 
green scum on the side of the aquar um,- as well as the green scum on a. 
:pondl. These are all the same kind a :plant called algae. The green scum 
is made up of tiny plants that. you ill have to see under a microscope, 
while some algae grows ovei' one htm ed feet long. Usua.lly algae is 
green, but sometimes it is brown, r d, yellow, orange, or blue. The 
color of the yellow 1 orange, red, d blue pools in Yellowstone Park is 
due to the algae that live· in the h gh temperature of the pools. Blue 
algae lives at the highest temperat They all contain chlorophyll in 
spite of their color, so they can Some have just one 
cell, while others, such as the sea eed, are thin sheets of many cells. 
Algae do not have aJ:Jy roots, or lea es, or flowers, or seeds. Each cell 
takes in minerals 1 carbon dioxide 1 d oxygen from the water and.with 
sunlight makes chlorophyll and plan 
others make eggs which join with e cells to form new plants; and others 
just split into two parts, each par growing into a new plant. 
Seaweeds have many shapes and They look as . if they have 
ieaves, but those are merely branch· g parts~ They hold fast to the 
I 
rocks by strong suction cu:ps 1 and t e:i,r swollen bladders act like 1~a ter · 
wings to keep them afloat. are rich in minerals and in many 
countries they are eaten as vegetab es•' 
Lesson 7:-- Plants that do not make their own food. 
Experiment 2l with Group 4: 
Materials: A slice a tin box. 
46 
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Method: Wet the bread sl"gbtly and put it in the tin box in a 
warm room.. Put the cover on the box, and leave it there 
for a fe"t-T days. If'. the mold bas formed, place .some of 
it under a miqroscope, or Bhow 
Conclusion: The warmth a d moisture caused the mold to gr:dw on 
gray 1 so does not :ve any chlorophyll in it. 
Exper:tment 22 with Group 5. 
~ terials: Mushrooms 1 puffballs, white or light 
pieces of white or lue paper with the gills dawn toward 
the paper. Tap li tly in several ways and lift the 
fungi off carefully Note tbat each kind bas a differ-
ent pattern in the pore print. Put the spore prints on 
the opaque projecto and some spores under the microscope • 
Conclusion: Under the .mi roscope it will be seen tbat these 
spores are little p ants. Molds 1 mushrooms, mildew 1 and 
yeast are •like this and are called fungi. The part of 
the plant which get the food is a white 1 threadlike net 
that grows through he other plant upon which the fungus 
is living. ungus cannot make its own :food, it 
plant, which is c ed the host. · The threadlike net 
I' 
I 
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spreads through the green ·pl.ant1 using the chlorophyll 
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The fll!lgU$ will liv inside the plant for some time be-
fore anyone knows i · is there. When ;Lt is ready to make 
a new plant it send up the mushroom or mildBW 1 etc. 1 
tba.t "ia seen .. On th se growths are the tiny spores which 
blow into the air w th the slightest breeze. When the 
spores land in a fa; orable place, they start. to grow new 
fungi. 
Yeast plants ¥. by forming buds. Each bud breaks 
the yeast, grows, it gives 
off carbon dioxide· 
Experiment 23 with Group 6. show yeast budding. 
Put some yeast in s ar water. Let it stand in a warm 
place. Put a drop or two under a microscope to see the yeast 
budding. 
Lesson 7:-- Bacteria. 
Experiment 24. To grmv bacter a. 
Materials: Five jars tha can be sealed, a pan of 1-1ater, a 
potato, microscope, a fly. 
Method: Boil the jars in the water bath for fifteen minutes. 
Put a slice of raw tato in each one. Put the tops on 
the jars and boil . the water bath for thirty minutes. 
Seal one jar withou opening it. Open another jar and 
shake some dust on he. potato. Open another jar and 
touch the potato wi h your fingers. .In another jar 
place a hair on the potato •. Open the last jar and let 
I 
I 
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a f'ly walk over the potato. Cover the jars again and. 
let them stand in a warm dark :place f'or a f'ew days. 
Notice the spots on the :potato. Place one of' the spots 
under the microsco 
Conclusion: The yellowis white spots are groups of bacteria.. 
The spores f'rom the dust 1 on your fingers 1 on the hair 1 
and on the fly's fe t 1 when expose~ to moisture 1 dark-
ness 1 and heat, a.bs rbed food f'rom the potato and grew. 
Bacteria may be round, or sha d like rods, or spiral. (Show pic-
tures of' enlarged bacteria through ·crosco:pe, or opaque :projector). 
Some bacteria are harmful and cause diseases, such as diphtheria, typhoid 
f'ever, tuberculosis, and influenza. Bacteria cause decay which may be 
har:m:f'ul 11hen they cause food to SPC? , but helpful when they cause leaves 
and dead trees to change into humus. Bacteria in the soil help green 
:plants by making nitrates which giv the plant nitrogen. 
(Show a clover :plant llith the oots exposed). Notice the little 
II 
1\ 
I, 
lumps on the roots. In such plants as clover, alf'alf'a, and peas 1 bacteria 
have gone into :partnership with the plant. The bacteria take the f'ood 
from the green plant, but in turn e nitrates, which are stored in these! 
lumps. nitrates and when plowed under, 
Lesson 8: --Lichens.. (Shatv e 
actual specfmens,or pictures.) 
of' the three kinds, either with 
Another exa.nu>J.e of' plants that form partnerships is the licheJ:;l. A 
lichen consists of an alga and a f that grow together. The fungus 
49 
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there. _This threadlike network spr ads over the rock. In between ~:nd all 
through the network grow ~itt~e one The a~gae take carbon 
dioxide and water from the air and e chlorophyll, enough for them .. 
selves and their ~tners, the fung·. The fungi, in turn, store water so 
that the algae do not dry out. form spores, too, for new p~ants, 
but also pa.rts break off With the gae and fungi together, and are car-
ried by the wind or water to a new 
There are three kinds of liche s, crust-like, leaf -like, such as 
. . 
rock tripe' and shrub-~ike' such as reindeer moss and qld man t s beard. 
Reindeer moss is not ;a moss at all, but a lichen.. The old man's beard 
grotvs on ~iving trees, such as the. pruce trees in northern evergreen 
forests. This lichen can endure gr at co~d and long periods of dryness. 
When dry, it is britt~e, but as soo as moisture comes, it becomes green 
and spongy. 
Fi~ Strip~To Supplement 
Thallophyta. Y, · 
Activities 17, 18, 19:--
Field Trips~Recommended: 
To a 'beach to colle t seavreed. 
To a pond to collec 
To the Krimco Corpo ation to see how ge~tin and other 
.products are ob ined from sea'tveed, Irish moss, and 
kelp, to make p dings, etc. Also to note chemicals 
extracted from 
l Visual Sciences, Suffern, N. Y. 
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II. Man's Use of Plants. 
A. Uses of Parts of Plants. 
Activity 20:-- Using actual s cimens or pictures, make exhibits and 
charts showing plants 3Il!U use as foo • Emphasize the part of the plant 
used. 
Roots ... ..:carrot, turni;s. be 1 radish, parsnip, sweet potato. 
Stems--onion, asparagus, otato, peanut, celery, taro, rhubarb. 
Flowers and buds--broccol , cauliflower. 
Sap--maple sugar. 
Fruit--grain (wheat, cor 1 barley, oats, rye), 
nuts (walnut, ches nut, brazil nut, etc.) 
olives, tomatoes, ranges, lemons, grapefruit, apples,. 
s, peas, squash, pumpkin, cherries, 
chocolate. 
Leaves--lettuce, cele~y, abbage1 spinach, dandelion, 
water cress. 
Show the parts of plants or clothing either by pictures and 
charts or specimens~ 
Fibers--cotton, henequen, corn. 
Cellulose--cotton, wood. 
Sap--rubber, latex. 
Bark and Fruit•-Juiee for dyes and tanning leather. 
Black walnut--furniture, abinets1 gunstocks. 
Butternut--furniture, int rior finish, ornament. 
Birch--furniture, spools, clothespins, wood pulp, ornament. 
Beech--ornament, furnitur 1 woodenware, fuel. 
·~======-=- ........... -·- ·····--·----·-------· ----------------·---~--==---='----- ===-===d . .j,..-=--=-=--==-==:...-= 
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Oak--interior finish, flo rs, furniture, ornament. 
Willow--ornament, baskets, pulp. 
Aspen--pulp, boxes, mate s,. fuel, excelsior. 
Mahogany--fine furniture 1 most valuable t:iimbat- tree. 
Pine--ornament, house fin.shing, construction. 
( 
Spruce--valuable timber, sounding boards for musical 
Cedar--shingles, chests, osts, pencils, oil. 
Fir--ornament, resin.Y 
Activity 21:-- Divide the scho l district into sections and have 
pupils make a census of' the distric to see the different kinds of trees. 
Activity 22:-- Field trip to a park to make a map of the park, locat-
ing the different trees. 
Activity 23:-- Parts of' plants used for building. 
Show the chart "What We Get Fr Trees n .Y List the parts of the 
tree used for building. showing the part of the 
plant used and the product made fr 
Make illustrated booklets shaw each kind of' tree, with the leaf, 
flower, seed, and full-grown tree, d1 if possible, the twig and bark. 
Tell what the wood is used for Include at least the follow-
ing trees and their uses: 
Maple--woodworking, 
Linden--shade trees 
l Valerie Swenson, A CHILD'S BOOK Maxton Publishers, Inc., 
NevT York, :N'· Y., 19531 PP• l-29. 
gj Forest Service, United States De tment of Agriculture, Washington, 
D. C. 
2 
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Horsechestnut~-sbade tree in cities and parks • 
. Chestnut-~railread ties, osts1 telephone poles. 
Tulip.o-manu:f'actured lumbe 1 .airplanes, boxes, '\voodenware 1 
Black Locust--parks and 1 :wns. 
Honey Locust--building, f el. 
Cherry--furniture, 
Ash--tool handles, 
Mountain Ash-,..orn.a.ment. 
Stveet Gum--furniture 1 ve 
Sycsmore--furniture, 
Lessons 9,-10, 11, 12:--
Film Strips~Recommended: 
Buttonwood Park,· 
Logging.~ 
boxes, crates, ornament. 
ing1 ·tool handles. 
1 woodenware. 
Forests of the Unit d States.~ 
Rubber.2f 
Rubber in South Ame ica.6/ 
A Cla~s Studies Rub er .1/ 
1 Eye Gate House, Inc. 1 271 Long Island City 1, New York. 
gj Audio Visual Dept., New Bedford chool Dept. 
~ Office of Coordinator of Int -American Affairs, Washington, D. c. 
5, 6, 7/ Vis~ Aids Dept., iversity. 
I 
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Movies: 
it/ Strength of' the H · s.-
Trees and Homes #17. gj 
Activity 24:-- Parts of' plants used :f'or Communication. 
Boats--
Keel--ash, bard p , or oak. 
Deck--teak or oak • 
.Mast--:f'ir. 
Rudder--ash. 
Center board--ash o bard pine or oak. 
Airplanes--
spruce. 
tulip veneer. 
Activity 25:-- Other prod~cts rom plants. 
Paper and Paper products. 
List and exhibit. 
Wall board and insulatio • 
Exhibit. 
Spices; 
Spices are not re y :f'ood, but they are used to make 
our :f'ood taste bet 
Show collection of' pices and pictures :f'rom lihich they 
come,. · Pepper conies :f'rom the seeds of' a plant; mustard 
Eye Gate House. 
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from dried buds of tree; cinnamon from the bark of 
a tree; ginger fr the rootlike underground stems of 
a plant. 
Herbs: 
Herbs are used in c oking to flavor food. They are 
The most common herbs are thyme, 
e, .. sweet.marjoram, parsley, bay 
leaves, fe~, chives, and mint. 
Exhibit collection f herbs with plants or pictures of 
Chewine; gum: 
From chicle, of the bully tree. 
Activity 26: ..... J?a;ets of plant used for medicine. 
Penicillin--from penici 
The green color in the mold is not chlorophyll. 
Digitalis--from leaves o the foxglove. 
Camphor--from the wood o camphor tree. · 
Quinine--from the bark o cinchona tree. 
Opium--from the IDillcy j · ce of the poppy plant. 
Atrophine--from the root of the belladonna or deadly nightshade 
plant .. 
Nicotine--from th~ leave of the tobacco. 
Gaf'fein--from. the coffee ean. 
Cocain--from the leaves f the coca shrub. 
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.Tung oil from . tung 
Wood alcohol from s of trees. 
Turpentine from pin and fir trees. 
Parts of plants v7hich pr uce chemicals: 
From wood by dist · 
wood alcohol. 
acetate of' lime. 
acetic acid. 
wood creosote. 
cellophane. 
celluloid and cell oid products 1 such as photofilm, 
etc. 
storax for drugs, cense1 flavoring extracts, and 
adhesives. 
cellulose. 
Experiment 25: To demonstrat 
Materials: A flask, a t tube, a glass J tube, "t'lire gauze, 
electric plate or ed heat, ring stand, ink, one-
hole stopper, cold water 1 beaker. 
r 
II 
! 
Method: Fill the flask a :>out one quarter fuJ..l with iiJk. 
Stand the flask on tP.e 'Wire gauze on the ring stand. 
Fasten the short.end of the J tube in the one-hola 
stopper and put the ~topper in the flask. AJ.J.ow the 
long end of the J tube to lead into the test tube which· · 
stands in a glass bo[l'tle or jar. Now heat the 1IJk and 
let it boil in the f11oask. Pour cold 't-Tater over the 
glass tube near wher~ it enters the test tube. 
Conclusion: Notice the c11-ear water that drops down in the 
.test tube. The water- in the ink changed to a gas which 
rose through the glass tube, and when cooled by the cold 
'tvater pouring over the tube, it condensed into clear. 
water. This ~ocess is called "Distillation." 
That is the vTa-:J alcohol and other chemicals are 
obtained from wood. The wood is ground to a powder 1 
mixed with either wa~er or a chemical} and distilled. 
The different acids a:C chemicals condense at different 
temperatures. 
Activity 27:-- P.lants used for ornamentation and beauty. 
Exhibit on ahar11s, bullet~ board, or flannel board pictures 
of ornamental trees, shrubs, and flowers. List flowers 
as annuals 1 biennials, and perennials. 
Make a. census of those ill the neighborhood. 
Make a ma.p of those in tl:l ~ park. 
B• States Raising Such P.lanft;s in Quantity. 
Correlation with ~~a.~by and Arithmetic: 
I' d 
I' 
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In geography :pelt'iod., make maps of the states in the 
United States 1vhich raise such :plants in q~nti ty. Do 
the same with the other countries of the western hemi-
sphere. This is for the fifth grade. 
In the sixth gr~de mak~ maps of countries of the 
world which raise pl~ts in quantities. 
Exhibit these 1:~o tY,Pes of maps in the fourth grade. 
C. Number of People Emplpyed. 
In arithmetic J;~riods, make graphs showing the num"ber 
of- :people employed. 
Exhibit these € raphs in the fourth grade. 
III. Business Connected With PJ..ants. 
' 
Correlation with Geogra:pb~ and Ari tbmetic. · 
~cod--Questions and recit~tions on the geography and supple-
mentary texts. Disc~ssion of film strips. 
Film Stri:p~ ;Recozmnended: 
Agricul. ture in Our Sputhern States ~JJ 
. 2/ Golden Secret (Wheat). -
The Corn Belt.Y 
Valley and Coast Lanlis of California.!/ 
"Maple Syrup Industry!-!/ 
Suga,r Cane in Ba.waii ~ 
Whea. t Regions in Can ~da..Y 
~Curriculum Films, Inc., Education Projections, Inc., 10 E. l!-Oth St., 
N. Y. · 
gj Creative Art. Studio, 1200 Eye St. N.W.J Washington 6, D. c. 
~ Pat Dowling Pictures, 1056 So. Ro:>ertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 
/I 
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Agriculture in Soutl Arnerica.Y 
Farmers in Mexico.!/ 
Story of Coffee Regions.g/ 
Rice-Basic Crop o~ 1he East.~ 
· Agriculture of Ea.ste trn Mediterranean.~ 
Japanese Farmers.~ 
Clotl:!ing ... -Questions and J:jecita.tions on the geography and 
supplementary texts. 
Film Strips:Recoromended: 
Spilming and Weaving .'!!/ 
Cotton-From Mill to ili'inished Product}./ 
Weaving in South Amejt"ica .2/ 
Industrial Workers o~ Europe.§/ 
Manufacturing Industr_.ies in our Southern States.§! 
Valley Regions of Na~theastern United States.!/ 
Then and Now in the potton Belt.2/ 
Northeastern Sta.tes.g/ 
Resources and Manuf'a~turing Industries of the South • .§/ 
Yucatan.!/ 
Weaving in the Hiuhl Lnns of South America,}:! 
j y Office of Coordinator of Inter-Am~rican Affairs, Washington, D.C. 
! gj Pan .American Coffee Bureau, Wall ~t., New York. 
I J/ Pat Dowling Pictures, op. cit. 
I --
11 !:Jj Curriculum, ER• .£!:!!• 
jj 2./ Encyclopedia Britta.nica. 
'I 
1 .§I Society for Visual. Education,~· cit. 
I 
I 
., 
1 
i 
I 
I 
= 
Building. 
Film Strips ~RecOllliilended: 
Forests of the Unite 
Logging.Y 
Coast Lands of Nort 
Building a House)/ 
1 
! 
1 y &tates. 
~ 
' wl~ ... stern United States.Y 
Southeastern States. . 
Transportation. I 
Film Strips:Recommended: 
Railroads as Buyers •. 
Railroads and the Fo 
Airplanes at Work. 
i 
iWe Eat. 
~ 
The Tug Boat. 
The Passenger Boat. 
The Harbor Boat. 
Let's Visit a.n Ocean L"· er. 
Medicine. 
List-all the differe t rinds of business which produce or 
distribute medinine. ~ research workers and how the 
vitamins were discovered. 
Beaut;y:. 
Show colored slides 
community. 
1 Inter-American Affairs, ER• cit. 
gj CurricuJ..mn, ~· .<::1:!• 
'lJ Encyclopedia Brittanica, SR• cit. 
f. andscaping and flowers in the 
! 
. ~ 
I· 
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see how plants are propagated. 
T.he plant nursery busines • 
Field Trips:Recommended: 
Trip to a. cotton or ra.yo fJctory -- Hathaway .Manufacturing 
Company, Nev1 Bedfor • ! 
~ip tO the Krimeo Carpar tlon to see how gelatin is extracted 
from seaweed. I 
Trip to the Acushnet Sa: ·1 to see hm1 lumber products are 
made. ~ 
Trip to Vander Pol 1s Nurs r~. 
A. Maps showing cities enga. 
B. Graphs showing number of 
IV• Inter-relation Between Plants a Other Living Things~ 
A. Food Chains from Plants. 
Have each group of 
ing food chains, using pictures, if 
nishes food for the next, etc. 
pfs make one or more of the follow~ 
o~sible 1 or by graphs and diagrams. 
each living thing mentioned f'ur-
Green plants--grass--cows--ca. tl_e--milk--meat--leather--man. 
Green plants•-corn--poultry-- g~s--meat--man. 
Green plants--lambs and sheep -Jeat--clothing--man. 
1: Green pla.nts-~pigs and hogs-- e,t--leather, etc.--man. 
Green plants--algae--~ton -~a.rvae of clams and oystersy-
f 
limpets, periwinkles, sea ~chins, sea cucumbers--crabs, 
lobsters, squid, star f'is , ;octopus, sea anemone, jellyfish, 
[ . 
I 
[ 
l 
__ l __ . 
t 
whelk--tuna, killer whale, pdrpoise, sea lion, harbor seal--
man. I 
Green plants--plankton--algae~-~j.ere1, herring, smal1 fish--
loon, cormorant, osprey, e~g1e--food--clothing--man. 
Green plants--grass~s and reeds -~ucks--man. 
Green plants--rabbi t--fox--clot~:lirlg--man. 
Show film strip "Balance Among Living 'lthings. n!J 
B. Balance in Nature (Give an~ 'l~ke) 
All through nature there is J constant giving and taking. In .ex-
change for the carbon dioxide and ax~ which it takes from the air, the 
plant gives back oxygen and water to ttle air. For the minerals and water 
t 
it takes from the soil, the pla.nt giV"e~·back roots to hold the soil to-
t 
1: gether, leaves to decay and make humlls [to enrich the soil. Fungi and bac-
t 
teria cause decay and give back carb~n ~ioxide, nitrogen and other chemi-
t 
cals to the soil. Insects gather ne :!taT from plants and in turn carry 
t j: 
pollen to fertilize other plants. T:re~s cannot move, but they give food 
t 
and shelter to birds and squirrels, Yh~ in return scatter the fruit and 
' I 
1 
seeds. People depend upon animals f :>r reat., but they protect and care for 
. t 
the animals. So one kind depends up)n ~he other and could not live with~ 
out the other. Such interdependence uJon each other binds certain plants I: 
and animals together like links in a c~in. They are called food chains., I 
which you have just made. Notice, t1oukh, that they all start with green I 
1 plants, for none of them could live it~out green plants. I 
P.I.ants also need to live i 1 tgions where the soil. and cl.imate II 
are suitable to their growth. That s rhy some plants thrive in the shade, li 
'l ,: 
y Society for Visual Education, op. 
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·in deserts; some pick out .cold regi ns, while others can only live where 
the;y find it is hot. So we have t communities where plants and ani-
mal.s, which depend upon each .other d like certain climate and soiJ., live 
together. Let us make some plant c unities, called habitats. 
Have each group make one of the following plant communities. 
-Show the Film Strip 11Communities iving Things. u!/ Use large corrug-
ated poxes with top and one side Paint or paste pictures of 
typical. plants on the sides for a ba kground. Cut out pictures of plants 
and an:ttnals and stiffen with cardb stand up in the foreground. 
&1amp Cormnuni ty 
Ta.ll grass 1 sedges,- reeds, small willows, 
sv1amp oaks, bulrushe 1 water hyacinths; pond lillies, 
blue fl.ags 1 red-'tving blackbirds 1 wood ducks 1 swans 1 
frogs, water Snakes, turtles, rock bass, sunfish, and 
perch if the Swa.mp i on the edge of a pond, and musk-
rats. 
Forest Community 
Trees-.. beech1 mapl.e, oak, elm, hickol:'yl walnut, pine, 
hemlock,_ spruce fir. 
Sma.ller plants--fern 1 smaJ.1. dogwood bushes, trilliums, 
violets, lilies of-the-valley, gentians, anemones, 
fungi, mushroom 1 puffballs. 
Bluebirds, orioles, ushes, catbird, waxwing, wood-
peekers, ovrls, squir els, chipmunks, mink, fox, rabbit, 
Shovr Film Strip "A Home for Water Pl. nts and Animals • .,y 
~ Society for Visual ~~cation, op. cit. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
deer, snakes, lady s ippers, etc. 
Meadow Community 
Daisies 1 buttercups 1. corn:t'lm7ers, goldenrod, sunflowers 1 
tiger lilies, clover mustard, vetch, wild sweet peas, 
wild morning glory, chipmunks 1 meadotf larks 1 
crows 1 blackbirds 1 b b-o-links 1 robins, swallows, gophers. 
Desert Communities 
Show film strips "Th Living Desert" 1, 21 31 4. Y 
Sagebrush, creosote ush, burro weed, Joshua tree, 
acacia 1 chaparral ( 
pine 1 and juniper 1 
coyotes, rabbits, 
Grassland Community 
Tall grass prairie--
oaks and shrubs) 1 scrub oak, 
Woodchucks, gophers, 
grass 5-10 feet high, Indian 
peas 1 beans 1 wild oats 1 indigo 1 
lead plant, gol enrod1 gophers, coyotes, 't-modchucks1 
, sparrows, ~Tallows 1 bob-o-links, 
compass plant, ame animals and birds. 
Tundra Communi ties 
Lichens, mosses, shrubby willows, alpine 
flowers, such as scillas1 lupines, etc., 
1 Encyclopedia Brittanica1 ¢P• .£.!!• 
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reindeer, muskox, mirur, otter, etc• 
Mountain Communities 
· Same plants as. fares~ communities on lovrer slopes and. 
tundra vegetation on upper slope!=!• Bears, wolves, elk, 
deer, moose instead pf reindeer. 
Show Film Strip 11Plants and .Animals pf the Mountains. rrY 
v. Conservation • 
.Examples. of Waste 
Loss by fire. Read bookl~ts 11HO\i' Money Gro"Vrs on Trees" and 
"How Money Goes Up In Smoke. " gj 
· Discuss and . answer qjuestions about them. 
Class prepare a chartt on nHow To Prevent· Forest Fires." 
Work of the forest r~nger. Show film "Forest Ranger. n'J/ 
Erosion. Show film on nl!!J:'osion".!J:/ 
Experiment 24 1-rith Group l. ~ demonstrate how a ground cover pre-
vents erosion by wind and flood. 
Materials: Two flat oblcjng boxes l~~ inches, 2 sprinkling 
cans, electric fans, rye grass seed, 2 pails, 2 pieces of 
tin or soft metal. 
Method: Fill both boxes with soil, and plant one with rye 
grass. Cut a four-i~ch piece out of one end of each 
box. Fasten a striJ; of tin ~er the cut-out place and 
!/ Society for Visual Education, ~· cit. 
gj International Paper Co., SoutheriJ Kraft Division, Mobile, Alabama. 
'JJ Castle Films Division, United Wor~d Films, Inc., Russ Building, 
San Francisco, California. 
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bend it up like a trotigb.. When the grass has grown, tip 
up the back end of tb.e boxes_ and brace them. Allow the 
trough ends to lead ~nto the empty buckets. Start the 
~lectric fan and hol~ it in back of the boxes. Note 
1vhich box loses the most top soil. Now sprinkle each 
box with water from !the sprinkling cans. Note the color 
of the water which rpns off and which box loses the most 
top soil. 
Conclusion: The electric fan represents the wind. The wind 
did not carry off ne~ly as much top soil from the box 
'With the grass groun~ cover as from the box without any 
cover. The rain did not l'Ta.sh a1vay so much soil from the 
box vrhich had the gr~ss ground cover. This shmrs the ef-
feet of a ground cov~r to prevent erosion by wind and 
rain. A dust storm pccurs when there is no ground cover. 
Show the film "Soil and Water Conservation, n!/ which shows con-
servation farming methods, such as cpntouring1 terracing, strip cropping, 
rotation, tree and grass planting, mil..ching. 
Experiment 25 with Group. 2.. Ja.pillary Attraction to show the ef-
fect of mulching, and cultivating. 
Materials: Three lamp ch:Lmneys or glass bottles open at both 
ends, soil, humus or pine needles, flat-bottomed dish, 
water. 
Method: . Fill the three JJ1-mp chimneys with soil. Stand them 
in. the flat-bottomed dish. Put humus at the top of one 
• y United vlorld Films, ER• cit. 
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I the story which they depict. · Each s ation of the story aa.n be pasted upon 
I 
l1 separate cardboards.. Use blue fla.nn l for the pond, a.nd green flannel for 
I 
i 
1 the grass. The words underlined in he . story represent the pia:tures to 
put on. The words in parentheses re resent the pictures to take off. · !fbus 
a. a0m.posi te scene is built, showing e progression of a. plant community 1 
its destruction, a.nd consequent gr White paper aut in the shape
1 
of headstones mark the graves of the Joneses. ~s presents a. vivid ex- I 
ample of what happens "Yrhen wrong con ervation methods or no conservation -~ 
is praotieed. I 
Flannel Board Demonstration. 
l. Once there l~s a nice little Water 1Uies grew ;i.n it and 
;pickerel weed grew around the edge • Frogs and 
turtles lived there too. As old p ts died and drifted in1 the margins of 
the pond became shallow and made a sh. The aatta.Us made a pla.ae to . 
hide so ducks came to the. pond, and erons fished _there. Muskrats found . 
pond, as well as aardiDals, bobolink 1 and m.a.ny other birds. 
2. of the marsh and made the soil more 
firm so grass could grmT. 
bobwhites and partridges. The grass made the soU more firm so shrubs 
came in. Then rabbits found places o live and hide. Field spa.rrows and 
goldfinches lived in the shrubs, too 
3· Tl::ie shrubs made the soil just right for trees to grOtv so it was not 
long before there vms a forest. Dee lived in the forest and fed on the 
grass. Squirrels lived there and p ted more trees. Robins, bluebirds, 
bluejays and wood thrushes lived hi - among the leaves. Mice used birds• 
========~======~=-=-===---=-=~---~---=-=-=~-=========*=== 
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nests for their homes. 
ate the mice. s, and caterpillars, as well as the 
mice. 
1 4. The trees gre1v- older and bigg r around. Some bad dead limbs, . and 
I 
j1 some trees died. The old ones bee quite hollow. The dead wood made 
l places for woodmckers to_ drill the· homes. The woodpeckers ate insects _ 
:f'rom under the bark.. Raccoons lived in the old hollow trees and fed on-
! 
~· .Q!!!.! lived in them, too, and te more mice. 
5· This farm belonged to Farmer ones. Besides the pond, the weeds, 
the grass, the shrubs, and the trees Farmer Jones had lots of land for 
his crops. But one day he bad a not on. "I '11 clean my woodlands, take 
out the dead wood, and cut down the trees), n he said. .And he did. This 
meant that the (woodpeckers) bad to eave because there was no place for 
them to live. The other (birds) bad to find another place to live so they 
left, too. The (raccoons) and (owls left also, and because the raccoons 
and owls bad eaten the mice, there w re no enemies for the mice so they 
multiplied. There were so many mice it was qUite a.:Larming. 
6.. Farmer Jones bad another noti n. He ·said, ni 'll cut down my wood-
lands for I can get a good price for Itd better sell it while 
the selling is good." So he cut d all his (woodlands). He even rooted 
out the stumps to make it neat. All the {vmodland eyeatm.es) except the 
mice and the bugs left for they had o place to live. With the hawks e;2ne 
too 1 mice multiplied some more • F 
- . 
r Jones said, "I'll cut down tbe 
shrubs, too.., along the fences. shrubs take room and I like it neat. 
!1 I'll plow up all the grass so I .So he plowed to the II 
I edge of the marsh. He even drained he (marsh) • .-The (rabbits) left and 
1 
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the (meadowlarks) a.nd also the (hero ) and the (ducks). The (fish) and 
the (t-ra.terlilies) dies as well as t (frogs) and the (turtles). 
''What good is a marsbl" said "I '11 drain all of the 
marsh and the pond, so I er fields. tt So he drained all the 
marsh and the pond. The (ducks) 1 (h rons) 1 and (muskrats) tried to find 
new places to live, ponds 'tvere full.. The (fish) 1 the 
(f'rogs) 1 and the (turtles) died, too When the rain fell down on the bare 
ground, it hit the ground too bard b cause there were no plants to break 
its fall.. It hit so hard that it cl so the rain could not 
soak in. The rain water ran away carried the soil with it; that good 
top soil,; good growing soil; the ra · 
8. And 'tvhat did Farmer Jones bav left? Nothing. He had nothing but 
a barren waste, J.a.nd where nothing c uld grow and no creatlires could live. 
Farmer Jones grew poorer and poorer at last be died. This is the 
grave of Farmer Jones 1 and here lies his son, and here ·lies his grandson. 
Fina:Uy, after ~ yea:rs, one littl plant came back and began to build 
up the farm. It was a~· Weeds o not ea:re much where they live. 
Their roots are long and strong. Til · weeds grabbed some soil and held it. 
That made soil firm so grass could ow. Meadowla:rks came and lived in the 
grass. The grass made 
to live and bide. 
9· The shrubs made soil that tre s could grow in, so the trees grew up 
and made a forest. ~came back, swell as squirrels, ~~ and skunks. 
The red-tail and other birds ca.nie to live in the leaves. When the rain 
came down, plants softened its fall d the water ~malted in. It followed 
~roots-down deep~ Qollected in~-grODDd-~-~_:f:_::_::~e. 
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~o. In the ~ow places, the marsh came ba.ck1 and a.t:ter a. whiJ.e the ;pond 
came back and the fish1 frogs 1 tur es1 muskrats, ducks.z and herons. Some 
of the trees grew ~ and hollow so the woodpeckers came back. So did the I 
raccoons and owls. The farm ~Tas ·ju t as it was. before. 
11. But how long did it take to store. this farm? Years and years. 
Farmer Jones and his .sons had been ad many'. many years. His great-
grandson now owned the farm and he :r:ked very hard to build up the land. 
He rotated his crops and after they been harvested, he planted ground 
cover.s1 .such as clover and winter r 1 so tba.t the wind couldn't blovr away 
all the top soil. Then he plowed · 
' 
the ground cover crop in the Spring, 
together with the leaves, to make go d rich hUmus in the soil. 
One da.y his son came home :f'r He held some soil 
in the palm of his hand and talked t his father about the land. He told 
all he had learned at the Audubon C p -- how nothing lives by itself 
alone •- how all anjmaJ s need plants and plants need a.njma,J s .... !low plants 
and animals both need_ soil and water -- how soil and water need plants and 
anima) s. Re called it inter-relatio ship -- inter .. dependence among all 
things in nature. He talked about c n.servation1 the wise use of natural 
resources. 
This great-grandson of Farmer Jones said, 11I•m sure that is certain ... 
ly true as true. I'll keep my woods and make a tree farm. That's a fine 
crop for steep hillsides. 
1 then ;plant new ones in the 
11 rain and tmow, heJ.p bulld up my wa 
·It life, too. I'll keep strips across ! 
save more water, 
mm only a few trees each year and 
The woods will save my soil, catch 
table, and make homes for the wild-
my fie~ds to help hold the soil and 
for the meadowlarks and field birds. 
I 
I' I 
I'll keep the shrubs along the fiel s where 'Wil.dl.ife can live, and I'll 
keep my marsh and pond. They will b. fine vrater reservoirs, provide fish 
I· for my table, and homes fa,: my wil ·' · e helpers:' And so he did. So the 
I 
great-grandson Farmer Jones and his prosperous farm 
because they praatiae conservation~ 
Panel Discussion with siXth-grade 
·. 1' 
".America's Forests and Usn:!:/ 
A thirty-minute discussion be een a Forester 1 Farmer 1 Industry 
Representative, and Moderator 
"Paul Bunyan QUiz., based on booklet Trees for Tomorrcrw".Y 
Conservation Workers. 
Research and oral reports 
Forest Rangers 
Game and Bird sanctuaries 
Work of the Biologist 
Work of P.lant HYbridizers -~ Luther Burbank 
Work of Civil Engineers w th Irrigation P.rojects and Dams 
What You Can Do 
Save paper and pencils 
Form a KEEP AMERICA GREEN cl 
• 
Become a JACiaE DAVIS JUNIOR OREST FIRE WARDEN.Y. 
after birds have gone. 
When fishing, throw back fish. 
1 American Forest Products Industri 1319 Eighteenth Street, 
I' 
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2/ Jackie Davis~ Chief Junior Forest Fire Warden. Southern Kraft Division, 
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Never cut initials or make an, cut on a. living tree. 
Put u;p a. bird house in your rc~d. 
Make a. bird bath in your yard 
Have a bird feeder in your ya,:1 · d in the Winter. 
Learn the useful insects and ~protect them. 
Destroy the harm:f.'ul insects. 
Plant grass ~There water washe away. 
Plant young trees. 
. y 
Learn how to burn brush -- 7 teJ?S• 
Learn what to do when fire ge ~s out of .co~troL.Y 
Activities: 
Make J?OSters to illustrate an: of the above suggestions. Correlate 
with Art .. 
y International Pa]?er Co.1 Southern Kra.:f't Div. 1 ge. ~· 
·I 
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TEST 
Directions for GiVing the Test·. 
You have been doing exp~imen~s and seeing pictures about :plants. 
j· Do you reaJJ.y know how itii.Porta.nt :pla.:P.ts are? Now let us see how much you 
have learned about plants. 
{Bass out the tests.) 
Put your name and date on eaep. of the four papers, and then put 
your pencils down. Look at the top pf the first page and follow while I 
read the directions. I will read a.l ~o the first question. What is the 
answer to the first question? Put a line under root hairs and put 2 in 
. -
the bracket. Do you all understand lrha.t to do? 
Ready • Start. 
74 
I TEST ON !mE Dfi'O~TANCE OF PLANTS 
I 
I 
Dra.'lv a. line under the correct answer a.nd ;place the number in the 
I 
brackets a.t the right margin. No. l is the sample. We will do it to ... 
gether. 
I ~. Green plants take in water and n ~nera.ls through their 
4. leaves ( l. roots 2. root hairs 3. stems ) 
j 2. Is the food factory of the plant in the 
l. root 2. stem 3. flower 4 .. lea.f? ( ) 
3· The water passes to the different parts of therpla.nt through the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l. flower 2. fruit 3. vei~s 4. roots 
4. In wha.t form a.re the minerals wllich the ;plant takes in? 
l. solids 2. liquids 3. gases 4. mixtures · 
5· What is called the engine of the plant? 
l. vein 2. stem 3. chlorcjpla.st 4. root 
6. What ma.kes the color of the J.ea.f green'Z 
1. sunlight 2,. water 3 • c/hl.orophyll 
1 7 • What acts as the power that runs the engine? 
J.. coal. 2. eJ.eetricity 3. su:nlight 4. gas 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) I 
I 
I 
8. When the pla.nt takes in water a.IJ[ mineraJ..s1 what is the process 
-
called'? 
1. Osmosis 2. Tra.nspiratioll 3. Imbibition 
l 4. Condensation ( ) 
I 9• What are the cells in pl.a.nts com~a.red to? 
j l. Doors 2. Stems 3. Rooo~ 4. Stairs ( ) 
J.Oo What a.re the stomata.? 
l. little holes 2. stems S• roots 4. veins ( ) 
~.,,_ --- --oo= F--
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~~. Where are the stQttlata? 
- ~. Under the ~ea.f 2. ·A 11- the base of the. ~ea4: 
3. On top of the.~ea.f • On the f~ower 
~2. Which of the following ma.teri us does· the plant get from 
tbeair'l 
~. Manganese 2. Phosph:>rus 3· Ga.rbon dioxide 
4. Iron 
~3. Which two of the following ma.~eriSJ.s are given out by 
the ~ea.f? 
1. Nitro~n 2. Boron 3· Oxygen 4. Garbon dioxide 
5· Water 
14. Under~ilie two products which n-e made in the- leaf factory. 
~. Iron 2. Starch 3. Phosphorus 4. Sugar 
5· Nitrogen ( ) 
~5.. Plants he~p to purify the air by giving out --
~. Carbon dioxide -2. N trogen 3. Hydrogen 
~6. Through what process do plant:; complete the vm.ter cycle? 
~. Osmosis 2. Transpiru.tion 3· _Condensation 
4. Diffusion 
~ 7. Green plants are the most imp :>rtant· factories in the 
wor~d because only green .:pJ.an .. s can ma.lj:e .... 
1. Minerals 2. Water 3· Food 4. Animals 
~8. What are three other products which plants make? 
1. Fat 2. Oxygen - 3· ?rotein · 4. Iron 
5· Vitamins ( ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
I 
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19. What do we call this process· f making food in green plants? 
1. Capillary Action 
3. Photosynthesis 
20. What does good top soil. conta. that makes plants grow 
better? 
1. Vitamins 2. Sugar 3. Humus 4. Starch 
21. Underline four of the follow parts _of plants which are 
used as storehouses. 
1. Roots 2. Bark 4. Flower budS 
5· Sap 6. Veins a. Trunk 9· Leaves 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
22 .. How can we conserve our fores 
1. Cut them down 2. .P. nt new trees to replace those 
4. Learn more about tree 
23. What are three important ene es of our forests? 
1. Fire 2. Animals Lumber Companies 
4. Plant diseases ( ) ( ) 
24. What can we plant to keep the top soil. from blowing away 
after the .crops are harvested 
1. Vegetables 2. Corn 3· Grass 4. Wheat 
25. Where are seeds_ produced in t ·e :plant'l 
1. Stem 2. ·Flower 3· Bud 4. Root 
26. What do we call this process? 
1. Reproduction 2. Hyb idization 3. Integration 
4. Segregation . 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
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27. Which three of these ways are new plants made by the pl.a.nt 
itself'l 
1.. By cuttings 2... By s eds 3. By budding 
4. By bulbs 
6. By corms ( .) ( ) 
28. Which four of these v7ays do ·n use to inake new pl.a.nts'l 
1. Cuttings 2. Layer· 
5· Bulbs 6. Seeds 
3· Budding 4. Grafting 
corms()() ( ) 
29. How can we ~event forest fir s? 
1. By throwing .a match ong dry leaves. 
2. By throwing cigarette along the roadside · 
3. By putting out campf es and cigarettes 
30. The raising of plants gives jo s to 
1. A few people 
3· Some people 
31. Plants are im~oved and new k ds made by 
1. Cultivation 3· Preparation 
32. Which three kinds of clothing are made directly from 
pl.a.nts'l 
1. Wool 2. Cotton 3. Silk 4. Linen 5. Rayon 
( ) ( ) 
33. Which three building material are made from plants'l 
( ) 
( ) 
. ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
1. Lumber 2. Tile 3. Plastic 4 .• Paper 5· Cement 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
II 
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34. Pepper, cinna.mon, eg come from plants and 
are used for .... 
~. Vegetab~es 3. Spice$ 4. Nuts 
35. Which three products from pla ts are obtained by tapping 
trees? 
~. Lumber 2. Rubber • Turpentine. 4. Sugar 
5. on ( ) ( ) 
36. Which three of the following oducts which 1-re get from 
p~ants do we use for herbs? 
~. Chives 2. Nuts 3. Mace 4. Mint 5• Lettuce 
( ) ( ) 
37 o How do you tell the age of a ee? 
~. By its height 2. By its wi(ith 3., By the rings 
in the wood 
38. Plastic is made from --. 
~. G~ue 2. Plants 3· Cotton 
S9. Underline three drugs which e me from p~ants. 
~. Penicillin 2. Opium 3. C~oves 4. Atropine 
5. Resin 6. on ., ) ( ) 
.4o. Which will gratv first on a d dune? 
~. Small ~ants 3• Grass 
I 
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Thi·S unit of' study has been use by this author in the regular vTOrk of' 
the,f'if'th grade in the Clarence A. Co k School, New Bedford, Mass. The pur-
poses in mind were to develop in of' the importance and 
: j 
{) 
f! 
r! 
'! 
"l 
usefulness of' plants to mankind; that only green plants . ·: 
can manufacture sugar, starch, protei and vitamins which f'orm the basis of' 
all food; to give them some understa.n of the many necessities in our 
lives which are provided by green pl .. 
In that way pupils would learn o appreciate the value of plant life 
. and would regard plants as a precious gift of Nature, not to be '\vasted, or 
; even to be ta;ken for granted, but to e valued and conserved. 
It is to be believed that these urposes have been accomplished in 
(: some measure, as is evidenced by the sults of the test. The reader will 
'Wise the same test could not be given o all three grades, as the curriculum 
in the correlated studies of Geograph , Language, Arts, Arithmetic, and Art 
~differs in each grade. There is also significant difference in the age 
(between the fourth and the However, the median in each grade 
; 
;was high enough to warrant the applica ion of this project as far as possi-
?ble to the rest of the curriculum. 
;t 
.i 
1 On page 83 is a listi~ of' respo·ses to the items in. the test on pages 
;, 
~74-79· It will be noted that the re-te t.responses were very similar to those. 
) 
! ) in the first test. When we consider t t the second test vTas given a week lat.~ 
I . I , 
ler, as well as the fact that the multi le choice type of test was used, it is: 
l 
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worthy of. note that there was lit e guessing involved. 
In the fifth grade the first upil finished in 25 minutes and the 
J.a.st one in 50 minutes. 
The di:f'ference in the. time el ment in the other grades was due to 
the difference in age and reading bili ty. 
This test has proved that the proposed unit of study is within the 
capabilities of the pupils of the ourth1 fi:f'th, and sixth grades insofar 
I 
IJ l 
as the science study is It only remains for the teachers in l 
study with their particular I. each of those grades to correlate 
grade curriculum. 
As to the skills and a.bili tie which the· pupils have developed as a 
resul.t of these studies, the fol.l. 
Ability to appreciate an understand haw a. plant ~ives1 
breathes, ·and has its being~ 
Ability.to restore1 and aid in maintaining the 
sustenance of plants• 
Ability to appreciate m e readily the significance of the 
teachings'of conservation to e met with in succeeding classes •. 
Ability to carry on an e eriment to a. conclusion in order 
to prove a. scientific- fact. 
Ability.· to. draw conclusi ns from facts established. 
Ability to work more car 
Ability to discuss more ogically and scientif:bca.l.l.y. 
Ability to persevere on problem until it is finished. 
Ability to ;plan and keep a class log. 
Ability to use reference material with added Skill. 
If 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
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use. 
Ability to talte notes. · 
Ability to outline material.. 
Ability to acquire a. larger scientific vocabulary. 
Ability to determine in same· cases the type o~ experiment to 
Ability to give constructive criticism. 
Ability to follow directions. 
Ability to construct models from given directions. 
Ability to obtain1 mount and dispia.y exhibits~ 
Ability to lead a group. 
Ability to explain a demonstration clearly. 
Ability . to appreciate some eimpler methods of fire fighting. 
Ability to prevent fires. 
Ability to exercise more self control. 
AbUi ty to cooperate better. 
Ability to . speak better. 
Ability to use language more precisely. 
Ability to work in school.with greater interest. 
i 
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I 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
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10 
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12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2l 
22 
23 
24 
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Item .Analysis for Test .... Incorrect Anmvers 
f, 
Grade 5 Grade 4 r Grade 6 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 1 Test_2 Test 1 Test 2 
9 9 7 7 0 0 
9 7 10 ll 4 5 
7 7 7 7 3 2 
13 10 25 25 8 9 
8 5 20 20 0 0 
5 2 12 10 2 2 
18 2l 30 30 15 14 
5 3 25 27 5 5 
4 l 30 30 3 2 
13 ~4 30 30 10 12 
7 4 10 8 2 1 
18 17 20 20 l2 10 
8 9 15 14 2 1 
20 20 30 30 22 2l 
24 22 30. 30 25 24 
15 l2 20 19 1 0 
33 24 30 30 24 15 
19 14 30 29 . l2 10. 
22 2l 29 26 20 20 
47 49 l2 10 8 6 
8 8 10 8 4 2 
24 23. 25 24 5 3 
6 7 20 20 8 7 
I I 
I 
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I,tem .Grade 5 Grade 4 Grade6 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 1 ~est 2 Test 1 ~st 2 
25 2l 20 18 15 l2 10 
26 22 22 30 30 20 20 
27 43 4o 30 30 25 24 
28 36 36 30 30 27 26 II 
29 1 1 4 4 0 0 
30 7 8 JltO 9 7 8 
31 23 22 30 30 24 20 
32 20 20 15 14 10 10 
33 15 15 30 '30 20 20 
34 5 5 3 2 5 5 
35 26 26 20. 20 l2 10 
36 26 26 l2 10 6 2 
. 
37 6 5 8 8 1 2 
38 3 3 5 4" 0 0 
39 23 23 28. 27 5 4 
I 40 17 4o 18. 19 3 2 I I I 
TotE; ~umber of esponses Pc sib1e: 62 I 
I Grade 5 ..... 4c I 
I 
Claf ~ Median: . (Wri ter- 1 1 Grade) I 
G. t-ade 4 ...... 3C r 
G. f-ade 6 _-_ 45 . ll 
II 
• 
, I 
I 
-
-
I 
I I I 
I II ,, 
I f' ,, 
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It wUl be found in practice that the elementary grades are well 
suited to correlating science work with other schoo~ subjects. In this 
case the importance of :plants can be integrated with near~y every other 
schoo~ course, and the various activities suggested can be carried on as 
extra 'tvork or enrichment without depleting the time given to the major 
fields. 
l'lhUe one of the . main purposes of this study is to estab~ish a 
foundation of thoughts and ideas leading to the consideration of prob-
lems of conservation as .they vrill be met 'W1 th in succeeding grades 1 
another purpose, equally important, is the introduction of the yotmger 
pupll to scientific practices and procedures. The hope should be justi-
fied by this study that the questing nature of these young pupUs may be 
turned toward the production of futbre scientists. 
An exa.mjnation of this proposed unit of study should convince any 
teacher~ who otherwise considers herself unprepared to teach science 1 I 
that she can adopt this plan wholly, and, by followiilg it, should be able/ 
to accomplish the purpose of the study. jf 
Major and minor leaders throughout our nation and most of the world II 
recognize the necessity for conserving our resources by means of some I 
form of scientific :p~anning; · but a gener~ attitude favoring conserva-
tion, based on a better understanding of its necessity, must be developed 
Only by the peop~e at large acquiring a better understanding of the 
problem may they be expected to support With. more enthusiasm the many 
suggestions far conserving our reso~ces. 
For educational purposes, access to the greatest number of the com-
ipg generation is to. be ·had only in the grade schoo~s, both pub~ic and 
--~-~~============~=-~========-=-·=-=-=-=·-~=--=-~============*====== 
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private. This fact alone stamps these schools with the responsibility for 
the beginning of such education. 
Our problem, then, is a matter of understanding the principles of 
conservation, and the study of plants being one of the easier ones, lends 
itself part~cularly to establishing a base for the understanding of those 
principles. 
Many pupils at this age take little notice of plants, as something 
always available and not deserving of much thought. 
quent necessity for conserving it. This educational insight derived from 
experimentation, active participation, and first-hand observation of plants 
will serve well as a bas~c training so much need.ed in the consideration of 
conservation problems. 
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